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Investigations
continue today
into fire cause
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
Investigation is continuing today into the cause of a Sunday
morning blaze which destroyed
one Murray business and a portion
of an adjacent office building. The
early morning fire also caused
smoke, water and structural
damage to nearby businesses and
offices, including the Murray City
Hall, resulting in temporary loss
of communications at the Murray
Police Department.
The fire which destroyed
George Hodge & Son Used Furniture Store, 205 S. 5th St., apparently started in the southwest
corner of the structure, according
to preliminary investigations by
Murray Fire Marshal Phil Owens,
who says the cause of the fire has
not been determined.
The fire also destroyed the back
half of the Miller Office Building
which housed Need Line and caused substantial structural damage
to the northeast section of City
Hall, especially to the firemen's
quarters, city planning and zoning
office and the office of city clerk,
according to Fire Chief James
Hornbuckle.
A portion of the First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall sustained
smoke and heat damage and windows at Parker's Market, across
the street from the burning structure, were broken from the heat

FIRE DESTROYS BUSINESS —
Investigation continues today into
the cause of a Sunday morning
blaze that destroyed Hodge & Son
Used Furniture Store, 205 S. 5th
St., and caused extensive damage
to the Miller Office Building next
door. Murray City Hall also
sustained smoke, water and
structural damage which
temporarily forced the Murray
Police Department out of its
headquarters to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office.
Firefighters from the Murray
Fire Department and the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad were on the scene until 7
p.m.Sunday.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

and flying debris, Hornbuckle
reports.
Murray Police Chief Paul Jerry
Lee was forced to operate his
department from the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office in, the
Courthouse after losing all communications. Police activity was
performed in the sheriff's office
until 2 p.m. Sunday when
telephone, electric and radio service was restored.
Mrs. G.C. Ashcraft,owner of the
destroyed building could place no
monetary value on the structure
today and George Hodge, the
owner of the business which occupied the structure, could not be
reached.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
confirms substantial damage to
the north wall and roof of City
Hall. The mayor reports that no
official inspection of the damage
has been conducted but offers his
own estimate of ;30,000 to $40,000.
"I would guess that we will have
to replace parts of the north wall,"
he said but added that an archltectS appraisal will be sought.
The wall suffered cracks and
possibly some separation from the
roof, according to Hornbuckle and
Ellis.
L.D. Miller, owner of Miller Office Building, reported that, in addition to Need Line, offices in his
building were occupied by D.Y.
(Continued on Page 2)

While death toll rises

More Marines will replace those killed and hurt in blast
By G.G. LaBELLE
, Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — U.S.
Marines reinforced security barriers, bulldozed smoldering rubble and awaited replacements today after a suicide terrorist bombing that killed 183 comrades, left
an undetermined number dead
under tons of concrete and wounded at least 75.

A second terrorist bombing
seconds later killed 23 French
soldiers, left 35 missing and
wounded 15, the French Defense
Ministry said. French President
Francois Mitterrand made a surprise visit to Beirut and inspected
the carnage but told reporters: "I
have no declarations to make."
The Marines added sentries, set
up more checkpoints and parked

large trucks across all roads
leading to their compound at
Beirut's international airport, forcing all vehicles to halt for security shakedowns.
The Pentagon gave the
American death toll as 183 from
Sunday's blast, which occurred at
6:20 a.m. as most of the Marines
slept. But U.S. Marine officials in
Beirut said an undetermined

number of Marines and Navy men
might still be buried in the smoking wreckage of the command
post. Tons of concrete covered at
least two bunk areas and the basement.
"There's nobody alive in there
now," Marine spokesman Maj.
Robert Jordan said of the
Marines'command center."No,it
would be a miracle."

Jordan said up to 300 Marines
and Navy men may have been in
the four-story command center at
Beirut airport when it was blown
up early Sunday by a ton of TNT in
a red pickup truck driven by a
suicide terrorist. He said "about
80" American troops were wounded.
About a mile away and only
seconds later, another vehicle

;

packed with explosives blew up a
nine-story building housing
French troops. After a night of
frantic clawing through the rubble, rescue workers rescued one
Frenchman alive today, officials
said.
A hitherto unknown group called the Islamic Revolutionary
Movement claimed responsibility
(Continued on Page 2)

President is 'firm, determined'today;
U.S. Marines willstay in Lebanon
By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Marines will stay in Lebanon,
President Reagan has told a nation mourning the deaths of young
servicemen to an unseen enemy
and a Congress souring on the
peacekeeping mission that sent
them there. Today, Reagan's
spokesman said,"The president is
firm, determined, resolute in the
wake of the sad and tragic incident."
As the capital sought to cope
with the aftermath of the terror
attack on the Marines' barracks,
these developments occurred:
• The Pentagon announced a
new death toll from the truckbombing of the barracks at Beirut
International Airport: 172 dead. In
addition, 75 wounded have been
taken to hospitals outside
Lebanon,the Pentagon said.
• House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill said he would call together
"all the chairmen of committees
that have anything to do with
defense" today. "We're going to
have a complete review of why
we're there and whether it is worthwhile to keep our boys there for

diplomatic reasons."
• Abdallah Bouhabib, the
Lebanese ambasador to the
United States, extended his
government's condolences and
sorrow to the families of the victims, but said the multnational
peacekeeping force is crucial to
Mideastern stability — and even
America's own interests.
• Gen. Paul X. Kelley, the
Marine Corps commandant, left
nearby Andrews Air Force Base
for Beirut. The general said his
purpose was "to pay my personal
respects to our dead, to visit with
some of those who have been
seriously injured and, also, to visit
with those that will remain."
• Larry Speakes, the president's spokesman, asked 14
Reagan regretted sending the
Marines to Lebanon, said,"No, he
thinks they're essential. He think
the Middle East is far too important for the Marines to withdraw.
Even before he knew how high
the death tolls would climb from a
truck-bomber attack on sleeping
leathernecks at the airport,
Reagan decided he could not now
abandon the Marines' year-old
mission.
While the Pentagon began a

MSU vs. EKU
to be seen on ABC-TV
NEW YORK (AP) — ABC-TV said that the Eastern Kentucky's
game at Murray State will be one of five regional college football contests televised next Saturday afternoon.
The schedule also will include Penn State at Boston College, North
Carolina at Maryland, Washington at UCLA and Northwestern at
Purdue.
Air times for all five games will be 3:30 P.M. EDT with the kickoffs
scheduled for 3:50 P.M.

grim wartime ritual — the sending of death messengers to the
homes of the dead Marines and
sailors — Reagan dispatched
Speakes to give the administration's response:

mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy although a few
rays of afternoon sun are possible. Highs in the low 60s.
Tonight partly cloudy with low
in the upper 40s. Light winds.
Tuesday mostly cloudy with a
20 percent chance for a shower.
Highs in the low 60s. Northwest
winds 10 to 15mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
355.4
Kentucky Lake
355.4
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to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satyrrlays.
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KICKING.UP HIS HEELS — Murray High midfielder Dave Weighrouch (131 blacks the advance-of a Marshall County player during Saturday's Tiger victory, 2-1, at Murray State's Cutchin Field. The Murray win
gave the Tigers a perfect 7-0 season with the regional tournament beginning held at Hopkinsvthe's University
Heights Academy this week For complete tournament scheduling, plus Saturday's game story, see Page 10
of today's sports section.
Staff photo by ;Avid Tuck
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State leaders want to reassess U.S. role
By The Associated Press
While anxious families awaited
word on the fate of their sons,
husbands and fathers, members
of Kentucky's congressional
delegation called for a reassessment of the U.S. role in Lebanon
following a terrorist bombing that
killed at least 183 U.S. servicemen.
Charles and Sara Mayes of
Cadiz were among the fortunate
parents. They said they received a
call on Sunday from their son, Cpl.
Scott Mayes, who told them he
was safe. Mayes said he had been
stationed at the Marines' Beirut
compound until two weeks ago,
when he was transferred to the
U.S. Embassy.
Chuck Norfleet and his wife,
Dean, of Pembroke in Christian
County, said they had heard
nothing from the Pentagon regarding the fate of their son, Tony,22.
It was the same for Dudley and
Ida Decker of Clarkson in
Grayson County, although Mrs.
Decker said she feared her son,
Sidney, 18, was in the bombed
building because her son's commanding officer was among those

Civitan Club fund
raiser successful
despite rain
The RUN-WALK-A-THON sponsored by the Murray Civitan Club
and the Student Council fro Exceptional Children on Saturday,
Oct. 22, was hampered by continuous rainfall but not a failure.
Doug Kinsey of the Pershing Rifle ROTC unit at Murray State
University covered 50 laps around
Stewart Stadium; three participants reprsenting the Adult
Comprehensive Care Center went
40 laps and several went 30 laps
amid the raindrops. Tom Ballowe,
Willis Johnson and Wayne
Williams, teaches at Murray State
University, went 20 laps each for
the fund-raising event.
Participants in the RUN-WALKA-THON should turn support
money in to Wayne Williams of the
Murray Civitans at Room 235,
Wells Hall or Ballowe in Room 220
of the Special Education Building
at Murray State University.
Proceeds from this event will go
toward the construction of a new
Adult Comprehensive Center for
Murray and Calloway County.

•••••
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interviewed on television following Sunday's attack.
"We know it had to be his
group," Mrs. Decker said.
Mrs. Norfleet said she was nodding off to sleep when she was
startled awake by a news report of
the bombing.
"I heard them saying 25
Marines had been killed," she
said. "I thought I was dreaming.
But I kept listening and I realized
I was awake."
She said her son had written
recently to say that he might be
transferred from the headquarters building.
"But he never did tell us that he
did," she said.
Mrs. Norfleet said she and her
husband have "mixed feelings"
about the Marine presence in
Lebanon.
"One,minute I think, 'Oh, why
don't they get them out of there?'
And the next minute I think they
should leave them there, that
they're there for a purpose....
"Tony has expressed time and
again in his letters that they're
there for a purpose, and he feels
good about being there."
Sens. Walter Huddleston and
Wendell Ford, both D-Ky., questioned whether the U.S. force
should remain in Lebanon.

It makes it imperative that we
reassess the situation ... to see if
there is any genuine feeling
among the factions there for a
peaceful settlement," Huddleston
said Sunday in a telephone interview from his home in
Elizabethtown.
If there isn't, he added, "our
1,000 Marines are not going to
make any difference." He added,
however, that it isn't "time to run
if there is a legitimate and significant purpose for staying."
"I think it's another indication
that the situation in Lebanon is
getting worse instead of better,"
Ford said. "This continues to
raise the larger question of
whether we should be there in the
first place."
Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Ky., a
member of the House Armed Services Committee who was in
Lebanon three weeks ago, based
his reaction on his former service
in the Marines "and not as a
public figure."

(Continued from Page 1)
for the blasts a few hours after the
bombings, telling the French news
agency, Agence France-Presse, it
would not rest until Beirut was
controlled by "revolutionary
Moslems and the combative
democratic youth." U.S. officials
in Washington suggested the attackers might be linked with Iran.
But Iran today denied any connection with the bombing. Its official Islamic Republic News
Agency, monitored in Nicosia,
said the Americans were trying to
link Iran to the attack in order lay
the groundwork for deployment of
U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf.
Late Sunday evening, Marine
replacements took off from

Cherry Point Marine Air Station,
60 miles northeast of Camp Lejeune, N.C. They were to bring the
24th Marine amphibious unit in
Beirut back up to strength, Maj.
Gen. Al Gray, commander of the
2nd Marine Division, told
reporters at Camp Lejeune.
He said the morale of the
Marine replacements was at a
"fever-pitch high."
President Reagan told reporters
in Washington his commitment to
keeping the Marines in Lebanon
was unshaken, and that he was
"more determined than ever"
that the forces battling Lebanon's
government "cannot take over
that vital and strategic part of the
Earth..."

Driver charged after striking
two Murray State students
Two Murray State University
students were struck by a car Sunday night on Stadium View Drive,
according to a report in the Murray City Police Department. One
was treated and released in the
emergency room of Murray
Calloway County Hospital and the

Enjoy our
Low-Cost
Auto Loans

other was admitted.
According to the report, Keith
B. Graves, 19, 725 Hart Hall and
Tammy M. Hollander, 19, 216 Springer Hall, stated they were walking south on Stadium View Drive
when they were struck by a vehicle driven by Edward K.
Bingham, 19, Route 2, Kuttawa.
Bingham was charged with
driving under the influence and
wanton endangerment, according
to the report.
Witnesses stated that the vehicle driven by Bingham left the Pi
Kappa Alpha Lodge parking lot at
a high rate of speed shortly after 2
a.m. and headed south on Stadium
View Drive. The vehicle reportedly started to slide sideways down
the road striking the two
pedistrians.
A third pedistrian, Lisa E. Groh,
told police she heard the vehicle
"taking off and saw the vehicle
start sliding sideways." Groh said
she jumped into a nearby yard to
keep from being struck. Groh was
not injured.
The report says that the back
quarter panel of Bingham's vehicle struck Hollander and Graves.
Bingham told police that as he
left the parking lot his gas pedal
"stuck down" and when he saw
the pedestrians he "locked the
brakes up" causing the vehicle to
slide sideways hitting the
pedestrian.
Patrolman Gary Overby
reported that he checked the gas
pedal and found it to be "working
good at the time it was checked."
Graves was treated and released at the local hospital and
Hollander was admitted for observation. She was reportedly released later yesterday with no apparent injuries.

Paducah man
treated after
accident
If its time to replace your old car, let Lincoln Federal help you with an easy
auto loan. We offer a lowlinancing rate on any new car, light truck, or van
you want to buy. There are no restrictions on the make or model. For details
on rates and terms, call or stop by the office nearest you. Get in the driver's
seat with Lincoln Federal—Your Full-Service Loan Center.
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Marines...

Reservation deadline
for Carter speech
is extended
The deadline for making reservations for John Mack Carter's
speech on Saturday, Oct. 29, has
been extended until 4 p.m. on
Tuesday, Oct. 25.
Carter, native Murrayan and
editor-in-chief of Good Housekeeping Magazine, will speak on
-Watch out — the _electronic invaders are coming!" at the fall
meeting of AMSUL (Associates of
the Murray State University
Library), which will be held at
Murray State University's Pogue
Library at 6:30.
Tickets, which include the cost
of the dinner, are $9 each, and
reservations should be sent to the
Dean of Libraries, Waterfield
Library, Murray State University.
Telephone reservations will also
be accepted at 762-2291. The
meeting is open to the general
public as well aS members of AMSUL.

"The defense is untenable —
water at our back and totally surrounded by mountains," Hopkins
said.
"Unless a plan is devised and
implemented immediately to
guarantee the safety of our troops,
I continue to favor and urge the
withdrawal of American forces
from Lebanon," Hopkins said.
"What do you do when you've
got 1,200 men who are sitting
ducks?" asked Rep. Gene Snyder,
R-Ky.
Snyder said America is now
forced to "leave there or to reinforce them (the Marines) substan.
tially and get engaged in a
substantial conflict there and I
cannot bring myself to support the
latter."
Rep. Ron Mazzoli, 1)-Ky., said
his initial reaction was "to express my great sorrow and condolences to the bereaved people,
which are not just the families,
but all Americans are bereaved at
this moment."
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Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson Blvd.
Other areas In Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561

A Paducah man was treated and
released at Murray Calloway
County Hospital Friday following
a one vehicle accident on Kentucky 121, one-half mile south of
Murray.
A Kentucky State Police
spokesman reports Paul J.
Parkin, 21, was north bound on
Kentucky 121 when he lost control
of his vehicle on wet pavement.
The Parkin vehicle reportedly
ran off the road and traveled 298
feet across a business parking lot,
struck a telephone company junction box and came to rest after
striking a tree, the spokesman
said.
The accident, which occurred
shortly after 11 a.m., was investigated by Trooper Dale
Parker.

MURRAY WOMAN IS UK WILDCAT CHEERLEADER — Julie
Billington of Murray is a member of the 1983-64 University of Kentucky Wildcat cheerleading squad. A senior in French who hopes to
study abroad and combine her knowledge of French with marketing
and merchandising, Julie, 21, is a third-year member of the squad.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billington of Murray, Julie is a
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma social sorority. Working for the
Universal Cheerleading Association this summer, Julie was an instructor at camps in Maryland, South Carolina, Alabama, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia and Kentucky. She is shown supported
by Jeff Mortimer,23, a junior from Lexington.

Jessica Savitch,
companion drown
as car falls in canal
NEW HOPE, Pa. (AP) —
Jessica Savitch, an anchor for
NBC News and the public television documentary series
"Frontline," drowned along with
a companion when their car
tumbled into the Delaware Canal,
Bucks County Coroner Thomas
Rosko said today.
The car was found upside down
in about four feet of water early
today near a restaurant on River
Road, said Mario Lasarro, a
member of the Lambertville,
N.J., rescue squad.
Ms. Savitch, 35, author of the
book "Anchorwoman," was in the
car with Martin Fishbine, said an
unidentified spokeswoman for the
coroner's office.
"The mud is knee deep on the
bottom. It looked like they tried to
kick the doors open but they
couldn't," Lasarro said. The car's
back window was smashed, allowing water and debris to pour into
the car. A dog with the couple was
drowned too, he said.
Rosko said the bodies were
recovered at about 2 a.m. but
Lasarro said they appeared to
have been under water for several
hours.
"If it wasn't for the mud, they
probably would have been able to
get out," Lasarro said.
Ms. Savitch, who had been with
NBC since 1977, delivered NBC's
one-minute prime-time news updates during the week, and had

been an anchor for the Saturday
edition of the "NBC Nightly
News" until last summer, when
she was replaced by Connie
Chung.
She also, was an anchor for
NBC's special news service for its
television affiliates.
Ms. Savitch's husband, Dr.
Donald Payne, was found dead in
the basement of the couple's
Washington home on Aug. 2, 1981,
and officials said the death was an
apparent suicide. Payne, a physician, had married Ms. Savitch
five months before.
She declined to discuss her husband's death in an interview
earlier this year, and even in her
book about her experiences, she
stayed away from detailing her
personal life.
"I'm dull," she said in the interview. "I'm 34 and I've been working since I was 15."
Miss Savitch grew up in rural
Kennett Square, Pa., the eldest of
three daughters of a clothing merchant. Her father died when she
was 11 and the family moved to
Margate, N.J. By the time she was
14, she was working on a radio
rock show for teen-agers.
She eventually landed a job as a
DJ on a Rochester, N.Y., rock station, where she was known as
"Honeybee."
After attending Ithaca College,
she worked in Houston, then got a
job as co-anchor of the news on
KYW-TV in Philadelphia.

Sunday fire...
(Continued from Page 1)
Dunn, M.C. Garrott, Tim Miller,
Democrat Headquarter and a
Murray State University professor whose name he did not
know.
He estimates it would take
$60,000 to $75,000 to replace the
structure.
While some items in the offices
were salvaged, much more was
destroyed,according to Miller.
A few Need Line records were
saved but office furnishings, food
and refrigeration units were
destroyed. The Need Line board of
directors met in emergency session last evening and plan another
meeting at 5 p.m. today in at attempt to relocate.
Need Line is a church and
cooperative ministry established
in 1974 and supported by local
churches and private donations.
The organization provides food
and other assistance to those in
need with Euple Ward as director
and Patsy Carruth as assistant.
Donations of furniture, office
supplies, refrigerators and-money
are needed by the organization.
Monetary donations are being ac-

•

cepted at the Bank of Murray and
Peoples Bank. Other donations
can be made by calling Dick Hoffman at 436-2174, Connie White at
753-5750 or Alida Graves at 7594901.
A Murray City Policeman
notified the fire department of the
fire at 12:49 a.m. and Hornbuckle
says the ceiling was engulfed in
flames at that time but the fire
had not yet burned through the
roof.
The blaze spread rapidly when a
garage door was opened which
allowed the fire to "breathe,"
Hornbuckle says.
The city fire department was on
the scene until 7 last night with 22
men, three pumper trucks, a ladder truck and a mini pumper. The
department was assisted by 12
members of the Calloway County
Fire-Itescue Squad who also supplied two pumper trucks.
None of the firefighters were injured.
Lee praised efforts of work
crews from Murray Electric
System
ss
l, South Central Bell in
their su
in quickly restoring
communication to the police
department.
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Shielding children
from video porn
Sexually explicit programs on cable television
have stirred a troubling question: Can society
shield children from such material without
causing unacceptable harm to the principle of
free expression?
Many people advocate legal restraints, and a
number of communities already have imposed
them. A measure passed by the LS. Senate, but
not yet approved by the House, would outlaw
cable services found to be obscene.
That is a very worrisome approach. As efforts
to censor printed material have shown, it is
extremely difficult for lawmakers to define
obscenity in a way that passes Constitutional
muster. What is considered obscene in a certain
time or place may be considered acceptable in
another period or another community.
Since cable is a subscription service,
voluntarily purchased by the consumer for
private use in the home, it is difficult to argue
that society has a right to regulate the content.
Protecting adults from their own taste in
entertainment, however sleazy, isn't really
society's proper role.
Yet, there is a societal need to protect
children. How can that be accomplished? It isn't
enough just to say parents should forbid their
children to watch dirty movies on cable. Some
will keep close tab on their children's TV
viewing. Others will be indifferent. In still other
instances, questionable material might show up
on the screen, without much warning, before the
kids' bedtime.
We suggest that cable TV operators do some
voluntary policing, so that pressure for harmful
official censorship can be reduced. When the
operators sell program packages, they should
make sure that sexually explicit material is not
included unless purchasers want it and
understand what they are getting. The operators
also should try to confine such programs to the
later hours -of the evening. Additionally, the
operators should offer a "lockout box" at small
cost, enabling parents to make sure children
don't watch unsuitable programs.

8,
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washington today
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Candidates, parties await'Super Tuesday'
An AP News Analysis
WASHINGTON (API — March 13,
1984, is already tagged "Super Tuesday," the day that might decide the
race for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
But all the talk about "Super Tuesday" and its importance to the
Democratic race may be an exaggerated reading of the changes in the
primary and caucus schedule.
The 1984 rules are often described
as tailor-made to help the frontrunner. The fact is the primary and
caucus schedule always provides an
early test for the front-runner, an opportunity to win or lose the nomination in the early rounds of primaries
and caucuses.

There were two front-runners when
the Democratic rules were rewritten
— former Vice President Walter F.
Mondale and Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts — and both
played an active role in drafting the
new rules. Each for his own reasons
wanted to keep it a two-man race, a
strategy that was skewed when Kennedy decided against running in 1984.
The attention the early states get
from candidates and the media explains why Iowa and New Hampshire
covet their status as the states that
kick off the process.
On "Super Tuesday" in 1984, five
states will hold Democratic
primaries and four others caucuses.
There was talk in the months immediately after the Democrats

rewrote their rules that California
and Ohio — each with an entry in the
presidential race — would shift their
primaries from June to March 13.
,But the shifts never occurred. Ohio
ofid move up a month to May 8, while
the California primary is scheduled
as usual for the first Tuesday in June.
One change is significant — the
shift of the Iowa caucuses from
roughly five weeks ahead of any
other primary or caucuses, to just
eight days in front of the New Hampshire primary.
That shift could dilute the importance of Iowa and might explain
why Dave Nagle, the Iowa
Democratic Party chairman, has
devoted so much time and energy in
past months trying to overturn that

rules change.
Iowa made Jimmy Carter famous
in 1976 when he was one of the lesser
known candidates.
The same was true for George
Bush in 1980 when he upset Ronald
Reagan in Iowa.
For most candidates, the
significance of moving Iowa so much
closer to the other primaries and
caucuses is that candidates must
commit themselves to heavy spending in the "Super Tuesday" states
long before the Iowa caucuses.
They no longer can follow the
Carter 1976 strategy of living off the
land and hoping a strong showing in
Iowa will trigger a landslide of contributions.

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Maligned,
criticized, regulated and taxed, and
sometimes competed against unfairly, the U.S. economy is turning out
numbers no other country is likely to
match until near the turn of the century.
It is only then, by most estimates,
that Japan has a chance of exceeding
U.S. production, and most people

by john cunniff
who tinker with such computer projections aren't at all sure that it will
happen even then.
Although you might not have
believed it just a year-and-a-half ago,
when the recession was deep and the
outlook bleak, the latest gross national product figures show the U.S.
economy can still perform like no
other economy.
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heartline
Heartline is a service for senior citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems, If
you have a question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Well, here I am divorced after 33
years of marriage. I am 60 years old. My exhusband is 62 and has recently started to receive
social security benefit. I had counted on receiving a
wife's portion of his benefit when I turned 62.
However, our divorce was very bitter for both of us,
and he has said that he will not allow me to draw
any social security from his account, even if I am
qualified to receive one. He also receives a pension
from the company he worked at for 30 years. Am I
eligible to receive any of his social security or company pension? If so, how can I make him let me
have it? K.R.
ANSWER : First of all, let us assure you that if
you are eligible to receive benefits from his social
security record, you do not need his permission, and
the fact that you draw a benefit from his record will
in no way effect the amount of his benefit. In fact,
you could even draw your benefit without his even
knowing about it.
Since you were married to your husband 10 years
or longer, you are eligible to receive divorced wife's
benefits at the age of 62. However, you must be
married at the time you file for these benefits.
When you go to the social security office, three months before your 62nd birthday, to file for divorced
spouse's bnefits, you will need to take with you the
following: your birth certificate, a copy of the marrige license, a copy of the divorcee decree, your
social security number and your ex-husband's
social security number.
But you are not entitled to any portion of you exhusband's company pension, except in those states
with community-property or equitable-distribution
laws where pensions are treated as income earned
by both husband and wife and may be subject to
division when they divorce. (If no mention of the
pension was made in your divorce papers, consult
with your attorney.) However, you should be aware
that even in these states you would be able to collect
a portion of your husband's pension only while he is
living; there would be no survivor's benefit after his
death.
With the social security, however, if you receive
divorced spouse's benefits, you will also be entitled
to receive widow's benefits after his death.
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The truth is that the U.S. economy
is still the world's biggest and most
productive, even in basic manufacturing, and the output-per-hour of the
American wbrker is still the world's
highest.
Confusion enters the comparisons,
however, when productivity and
rates of productivity are used interchangeably, as they cannot be. The
°1983 Copier News Service
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looking back

letters to the editor

'Male superiority' letter arouses reader
EDITOR'S NOTE — This letter is
telligence by saying, "any woman
an open response to Ed Shearer,
seeking or holding office...exposes
whose letter concerning "Male
the limit of her right." Where in the
Superiority" appeared in this column
Bible, Mr. Shearer, did you find that
on Saturday, Oct. 22, 1983.
profound statement? Read Judges
To Ed Shearer:
4:4-5, and I quote the Bible, "And
In your attempt to make the point
Deborah, a prophetess, the wife of
that to vote for a woman for governor
Lapidoth, she judged Israel at the
would be a sin against God's Holy
time...and the children if Israel came
Laws and the State of Kentucky, you
to her for judgement." God's work
have twisted and tainted God's Word,
was not done through her husband,
misquoted and took scripture out of
but rather God endued Deborah with
context, and put your words in God's
authority and wisdom.
mouth. You purposely attempted to
You quoted I Corinthians as an example of how God wants women to
deceive readers by not using quotaremain silent, even in church.
tion marks around scripture,so when
Chapters 12, 13, and 14 of Corinthians
your opinions followed quotes, some
might be led to believe that your
is about speaking in tongues! Paul
was concerned about how loud the
words were actually God's.
women were and even told the
You referred to Luke 24:29, when
church at Corinth to shut those
you quoted the "officers" in Jesus'
goverment were "endued with
women up, and with good cause. You
authority," and "all his "officers"
have interpreted it as God's vendetta
toward all women. You took a
were men, and only men were enpassage about speaking in tongues,
dued with power from on high." In
the first place, the phrase, "officers
took it out of context and tried to put
words in God's mouth by saying that
in His government" is your term, not
God wanted all women to remain
God's words. Secondly, the first
quite at all times, having no opinions,
chapter of Acts says that 120 men and
and forever ask her husband what he
women were waiting to be "endued
thinks. Mr. Shearer, through your effrom on high," and Acts 2:4 says,
forts you have made our God sound
"and they were all filled with the Holike a male chauvinist!
ly Spirit." Do you say that Mary, the
Your last paragraph is NOT a
mother of Jesus was omitted because
quote from the Bible. You say — "It
she was a woman?
is written..." and then you use some
You continued your inference by
words from Romans 13:1, and finish
saying, "God has reasoned that man
with your words, trying to pass them
rule over woman. Back in the beginning...He made known where the
off as Bible. Seemingly you do try to
deceive. I do have a LIVID objection
woman stood in His eyes." Mr.
Shearer, if God had the same opinion
to your using and abusing God's word
in a public attempt to judge all people
of women as you obviously do, He
"sinners" who would dare vote for a
would have done away with them
altogether. The Adam and Eve story
woman, and one can only,
conclude
you referred to was the establish- .that this was the purpose of your letment of family. Read the book of
ter.
I gave your letter political
Esther. She was a queen, endued
significance only on the grounds that
with power from on high. God blessed
her, used her to rid her kingdom of -I can not give any merit to a voter
that makes such an important deciwicked men,then blessed her and her
sion based on sexual preference or to
efforts. She was a queen with "all
a gubernatorial canidate that enauthority" (Esther 9:29) Did Esther
dorses such action!
"low rate her God given superior,"
• •
II,
as you would have believe?
P.S. To the editor: It is beyond my
You have also insulted woman's in-

United States is biggest and most
productive. But Japanese productivity is rising faster.
During the 1970s, Japanese productivity rose at about 7.5 percent a
year, or three times the growth rate
of U.S. productivity. The latter,
however, was growing from a much
larger and far more diverse base.
At that rate, it might be true that
Japan could overtake U.S. economic
production by the turn of the century.
But nobody can say those rates will
prevail until then, especially in view
of recent trends in the United States.

comprehension that an editor of your
caliber would allow so much space
for a letter that would so obviously
require just as much space to refute
the invalid statements made.
Sincerely,
Janice Brandon
604 College Courts
Murray, Ky.

Fire district
is questioned
To The Editor,
Concerning the question of fire protection in the county, we must be
careful that we do not raise unattainable expectations. I served as a
mayor in a northern resort community for a number of years and we had a
very good volunteer department and
well equipped, even to radio dispatto each volunteer home. Every
building in the village was within a
mile of the station, but even then we
saved very little.
I had an old house that I wanted to
get rid of, so the fire chief and I
decided to use it for a practice run.
We set a small fire in the basement
around a wooden support pole. The
chief drove five blocks to the station
and set off the alarm. Six minutes
after he left the site the trucks arrived, the flames were already coming
out of the windows. A fire hydrant
was within 100 feet. Before they could
get the first hose on it, the house was
full of flames and a total loss.
The philosophy behind insurance in
that you accept a small yearly cost
that is certain in exchange for a large
uncertain cost in the event of a fire.
For those of us who live out in the
county it is quite unrealistic for us to
expect much real benefit from a fire
department. We might better spend
those dollars for insurance and
preventive insurance on our own
homes.
Sincerely yours,
Richard Hoffman
(out New Concord way)

•

Ten years ago
Fifty-eight new members were added to the Tappan Quarter Century
Club at a dinner meeting on Oct. 22 at
Holiday Inn. This now brings to a
total of 173 employees working for
Tappan, Murray, with 25 or more
years of service, according to Joe
Johnston, club president.
Thirty local politicians have filed
for office on both the state and local
level for the general election on Nov.
6 here.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. B.E. McClellan on Oct.
16.
Patricia Diane Clark, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Armin L. Clark, has
been awarded a full tuition scholarship by College of Law at University
of Kentucky where she is a first year
law student.
The Rev. John Archer showed
slides of Reelfoot Ministry at
meeting of the Bethel and Brooks
Chapel United Methodist Church
Women and Men at Bethel church.
Twenty years ago
Dr. W. Frank Steely, history professor at Murray State College, has
been named chairman of the United
Nations Day observance in Murray
for today.
/Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat Stone, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. T.C. Hargrove and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Tolley.
Dr. and Mrs. Rolf E.P. King will
speak at a luncheon meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club House. He is professor
of German at Murray State College.
He and his wife spent three months in
Europe this past summer.
Jane Saxon, Rebecca Tarry and
Susan Tesseneer presented a skit
about "Members" at a meeting of the
Murray High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America.
James Neale, Garvin Phillips and
Wyvan Holland had high game
scratch in the Kentucky Lake Bowling League.
Thirty years ago
The Calloway County Health
Center will have its dedication
ceremony on Oct. 25. Dr. J.A.
Outland, director, Virginia Dixon,
R.N., nurse, J.A. Colson, sanitarian,
Dela Outland, clerk, Rosezell
Outland, registrar. Virginia Moore,
deputy register, and Marjorie
Barnett, health educator, are
members of the center staff.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Tabers.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, governor of
Rotary District 233, paid his official
visit to the Murray Rotary Club at
the meeting at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Southwestern Region of Blood
River Baptist Associational WMU of
Kentucky will meet at Hazel Baptist
church on Oct. 27. Mrs. Hugh T.
McElrath of Murray is president.
Mrs. Dave Craddock of Clinton was
speaker at a meeting of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the First
Christian Church.
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PANT SUIT — Martha (Clarkie) Butterworth models a pantsuit at the Area
Homemakers meeting while Sara Jean Ponder narrates the show. At left is Dr.
Pattie Rae Smith from the University of Kentucky.

WEDDING GOWN — Becky Burchett, left, models a wedding gown in the
"sheet" style show at Purchase Area Homemakers meeting. Cathy Bass at right
models a bridesmaid's dress while Sara Jean Ponder,show director, narrates at
the microphone.Seated in rear is Linda Jarvis, area vice president.

ACCEPTS HAM — Sara Jean Ponder, right, of
West Point, Ga., accepts a ham as a gilt from
Maxine Scott, left, and Jean Fenwick, area
president, for her fashion program at the meeting
of the Area Homemakers.

Area Homemakers meet

WATCHING PROGRAM — Glen McNabb, area
director, center, spoke at the Area Homemakers
meeting. At left is Maxine Scott, general chairman
and Calloway Homemakers president, and at right
is Jean Cloar, county extension agent in home
economics from Calloway County.

Photos
by
Jo
Burkeen
MODELS CAPE —
Faustine Walker of
Calloway County models
a cape made from a
blanket at the Area
Homemakers meeting.

CEMETERIES AND YOU
By
Charles B.
Bell
CEMETERY
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

Q.First of all, just what is a Mausoleum?
A. A Mausoleum generally contains a
number of spaces, called crypts, in a building.
Q. Can you view the body?
A. No, some people have the idea that it's
like a morgue where you pull out the casket
and view it. Quite the contrary, once a casket
is placed in a crypt, it is sealed and never
opened again.
Q. When did Mausoleums first start?
A. To answer that properly we must
understand the purpose of a Mausoleum and
that is to have the casket placed in a clean dry
chamber, that is above ground where it never
comes in contact with the ground, water,etc.
The first burial recorded in the Bible is
found in the 23rd chapter of Genesis, where
Abraham placed Sarah in a cave. We don't
know, but we feel the idea was to protect the
body without placing it under ground. Some
people feel that "from dust thou are and to
dust thou shalt return" means it's supposed to
take place in the ground. Not so, it meant you
were made from dust and you would return to
dust no matter how you were buried.
Christ was placed in a chamber hewn out of
rock in the Garden of Joseph of Arimathea.
Again, we feel it was to protect the remains
and also for the place to be clean, dry and
above ground.
Q. What part did Memorial Gardens acre=
the country play in this matter?
A. Traditionally, we started out with family
mausoleums, then community mausoleums,
which housed a large number of crypts, so as
to bring down the cost and allow families to
pay the same honor to their loved ones.
The the Memorial Gardens came up with
the idea of a type called a "garden
mausoleum." The idea here was to do away
with crypts inside with fancy corridors and
very high prices - so this type has no wasted
space. All space is used for crypts and they
are entered from the outside.

THE TWO FOR ONE SPECIAL IS
STILL ON THERE WILL NEVER BE A
BETTER TIME OR BETTER WAY.
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each modeled four
garments in the show.
These included a cape
made from a blanket,
styles of short and long
dresses, various styles of
slacks, tops and jumpsuits and lounging
housecoats.
The show was closed
with Becky Gore wearing
a wedding gown designed
from the company sheets.
Mrs. Ponder travels
throughout the United
States presenting the
show. She also has
presented shows in
China, Japan, Thailand,
Turkey and Greece, having just returned last
week from the latter
country.
Mrs. Ponder was
presented with a country
ham, courtesy of Colonel
Lee's of Hardin, by the
flomemakers. The
presentation was made
by Maxine Scott, presid en t of Calloway
Homemakers and
general chairman for the
day's events, who had introdnced Mrs. Ponder.
She also gave the
welcome as Calloway
was host county.
Special entertainment
included selections by the
Area Homemakers
Chorus with Doris Reed,
Marshall, as director and
Gail Grissom, Ballard, as
piartist.
Jean Fenwick of Fulton
County, area president,
presided. Linda Jarvis of
Marshall County, area
vice president, presented
membership awards with
Calloway County winning
the award for having lost
the least members during
the past year.
Jean Cloar, county extension agent in home
c•ntral ciintor 753-3314 economics, for Calloway
County, accepted the
award. She said later "I
am proud of Calloway
County for this award,
but also for the coopera.is this year's sieeper.
tion and work given by
A Him
that you'll
the members in preparnever 1orget
ing for this area
meeting."
Clara Bramley, nutrition assistant of Calloway
county, was presented a
for 10 years of serke, by Mrs. Cloar.
J\udy Stahler of
Calloway County, area 4H chairman, gave her
report and announced the
Purchase Area had won a
state award for work with
chestnut et. 753-3314 4-H.
By JO BURKEEN
Local Scene Editor
It was "sheet day" at
the 49th annual meeting
of the Purchase Area
Homemakers Association
held Wednesday at the
Executive Inn Riverfront, Paducah. Over 500
persons from eight counties were present with
about 75 from Calloway
County.
"Golden Reflections"
was the theme of the
day's events. The "sheet
day" was realized
through the fashion show
presented showing all
types of dresses, pants,
tops, housecoats, capes,
etc., made from sheets
and blankets from West
Point Pepperell, West
Point, Ga.
Ten members from the
Calloway County
Homemakers Association
were the models for the
show, "A World of
Fashion," planned,
directed and coordinated
by Sara Jean Ponder.
Models were Cathy
Bass, Martha (Clarkie)
Butterworth, Becky
Gore, Wanda Henry, Donna Jackson, Judy Stahler,
Joyce Tidwell, Faustine
Walker, Monica Walston
and Paulette Wilford.
The Calloway women

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town Or what to see and
do Or whom to ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
good shopping, local attractions.
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts tp please your family
Take a break from unplcking and call
me.

400....•

CALLOWAY MODELS — Calloway County women modeling fashions in the
show at Purchase Area Homemakers Association meeting at Paducah were,
from left, Faustine Walker, Wanda Henry, Judy Stahler, Joyce Tidwell, Palette
Wilford, Donna Jackson, Becky Burchett, Monica Walston, Cathy Baas and Martha (Clarkie) Butterworth.
revue.
Reports were given by
the various other area
chairmen who were
Frances Hunt, Ballard,
Health; Rose Lee Irvan,
Graves, citizenship and
community outreach;
Beverly Clapp, Graves,
clothing and textiles;

Rita Deweese, Hickman,
family life; Sarah McCollum, Fulton, foods and
nutrition; Ruth Bowles,
Ballard, housing, energy
and environment; Colla
Ro, McCracken, international; Peggy Taylor,
Fulton, home management; Blondell Holland,

Hickman, public information.
Greetings also were
from Madeline Yocum,
Kentucky Extenston
Homemakers Association; Dr. Patti Rae
Smith, University of Kentucky; Glen McNabb,
Purchase area director.

Mrs. Agnes F. Thurman honored on birthday
A surprise birthday
celebration in honor of
the 80th birthday of Mrs.
Agnes Folwell Thurman
was on Sunday.
The family attended
the services at First
United Methodist Church
together. Later the group
went' to Lake Barkley

Lodge for lunch.
Mrs. Thurman is the
wife of Galen M. Thurman, Sr., who died in
August 1963.
The Murray woman is
the daughter of the late
Riley Folwell and
Florence Payne Folwell.
She was born in the Pot-

tertown community of
Calloway County.
Her two daughters are
Bess Kerlick, married to
Louis Kerlick, and Mary
Florence Fridy, married
to Joe Friday; and her
three sons are Galen
Thurman, Jr., Billy Thurman and his wife,
Lanette, and Joe Thurman and wife, Nancy, all
of Murray.
Her grandchildren include the following:

Jim and Janie Kerlick,
Chris Kerlick, Joe Bill
and Beverly Fridy, Jane
Fridy, Gail and Freddy
Hendon, Ann Thurman,
Tripp and Terry Dawn
Thurman, Bob Thurman,
Mark Thurman, Scott
Thurman, Tom Thurman
and Elizabeth Thurman.
Four greatgrandchildren are Ed
Hendon, Doug Hendon,
Matthew Thurman and
Agnes Gail Fridy.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1983
What kind of day will tomor- trip. It's a poor time to seek
row be? To find out what the advice.
stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
given for your birth sign.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nVeV
You'll want to make a good
ARIES
impression socially, but may
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
overspend. Safeguard credit.
Jealousy may arise on the Avoid financial involvement
job. Errors in judgment could with friends.
occur. It's not the best time to
SAGITTARIUS
present ideas to others.
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 ) Ye
TAURUS
Both business pressures and
(Apr.20 to May 201
You need to curb ex- social obligations may intravagant tendencies, terfere with time you'd rather
especially regarding pleasure spend with a romantic inpursuits, or else partners will terest.
CAPRICORN
voice their displeasure.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
GEMINI
It's best to keep wort
May 21 to June 20 I
A family member needs developments to yourself. Entactful handling. A party at vious friends could dampen
home base could prove more your enthusiasm. Maintain
costly than anticipated. concentration.
Mrs. Agnes F. Thurman
AQUARIUS
Downplay ego.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
CANCER
Avoid arousing a romantic
(June 21 to July 22)
You may be exaggerating interest's jealousy. Business
the importance of a small dif- and pleasure should not be
EVERY TUESDAY
ficulty with a loved one. You'll combined. Spending could get
be cranky now if you don't get out of hand.
PISCES
enough rest.
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
LEO
Difficulties could occur
(July 23to Aug. 22)
between family members.
but
Social
active
not
life
is
2 CRISPY TACOS
entirely satisfactory. You may feel caught in the
Arguments could arise over, middle. Cut down on domestic
money. Don't put so much em- expenses.
phasis on superficial things.
For
YOU BORN TODAY have
VIRGO
executive
014.• C.A.1 AN bary - Coons - No Unit, (Aug. 23 toSept. 22) Witt. considerable
A career discussion may talents, but work best in a field
IOC°
bog down. The personal touch that reflects your ideals. Your
1pm 11 LN. lolly
doesn't work businesswise. business acumen brings you
Familiarity may be inap- success in fields related to the
arts. You would make a good
propriate behavior.
art dealer or theatrical proLIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 ) Arle ducer. You yourself may be
An unwelcome flirtation talented in painting and can
\411. lierray At= From Tit NSI Fosikail Shiite 114-1111
could concern you A shortage comercialize any creative
of funds may mean a delayed endeavor in a big way.
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TACO TISUESDAY
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At All Area

lik0171A5Olt
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess

The devotion was given
by Harriet Jones,
cultural arts area chairman. Paula Bell is
secretary-treasurer.
Both are from Marshall
County.
Elected as vice president' for a three-year
term ,was Ramona Martin of McCracken County.
Special arrangements
of yellow silk roses, made
and arranged by Clovis
Jones of Calloway County, were used on the
speakers' tables and also
on the tables where the
meal was served.
Favors of decorated
clothespins with
"Calloway County
Homemakers and a Red
Apple" on them with a
recipe card with a recipe
'attached were at each
$late. Judy Stahler was
c airman of this commit, Mrs. Stahler had
macie needlepoint name
tags\ to later be used as
book markers for those at
the speakers'table.
Other Calloway County
chairmen were Pawnee
Bedwell, hostess; Wilma
Beatty, finance; and Donna Jackson, fashion

Ingeborg King
Asst
492-1048

TACO JOHNS,;'
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Community events listed
Tuesday,Oct. 25
Monday,Oct. 24
Cub Scout Pack 57 will from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
meet at 7 p.m. in Old Hazel and Douglas
Murray City Park.
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
WMU of Blood River
Baptist Association will
Dr. David S. Doran will
meet at 7 p.m. at West present a guest organ
Fork Baptist Church.
recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Friends of Library will Arts Center, Murray
meet at 7 p.m., at State University.
Calloway Public Library.
Marshall County
Reservations for dinner Ladies Full Gospel
of Associates of MSU Fellowship will meet at
Libraries on Oct. 29 at 10:30 a.m. at Ken-Bar
Waterfield Library, Mur- Inn, Highwa 641 near
ray State University, Kentucky Dam.
with Dr. John Mack
Carter as speaker should
A Social Security
be made by today.
Representative will be at
Robert IX-Miller Court
East Calloway Elemen- House Annex from 10
tary PTC will sponsor a a.m. to noon to assist the
skating party from 6 to 8 public.
p.m. at Roller Skating of
Murray.
Murray Moose Lodge
Legion meeting will be at
Parents Anonymous 8 p.m. with Officers to
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For meet at 7 p.m.
information call 762-2504,
days, 753-6089, 753-4126 or
Returning Students
753-8987, evenings.
United, a club for Murray
State University students
Betty Sledd Group of over the age of 23 will
First Baptist Church meet in Room 101, OrdWomen will meet with way Hall, at noon.
Paula Alcott at 7 p.m.
"La Strada" will be the
Murray Lodge No. 105
film shown at 2:30 p.m.
Free and Accepted
and 7 p.m. in Curris
Masons will have a called
Center, Murray State
meeting for work in E.A.
University, as part of Indegree at 7:30 p.m. at
ternational Film
lodge hall.
Festival.
Tuesday,Oct. 25
Southwest Calloway
Radio auction of Mur- Elementary School
ray Lions Club will start Parent-Teacher Club will
at 6:30 p.m. on Radio Sta- meet at 7 p.m. at school.
tions WNBS and WAAW.
Tau Phi Lambda
Alcoholics Anonymous Sorority of Woodmen of
will meet at 8 p.m. at World will meet at 7 p.m.
western pPrtion of at WOW Hall with Diana
Livestock and Exposition Lyons and Gayle Smith
Center.
as hostesses.
Murray TOPS (take off
Eva Wall Mission
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Group of Memorial Baptist Church will meet at 2
Health Center.
p.m.
Senior citizens acHalloween Skating ParEvities will be at 9:30
alb. at Dexter Center;

Tuesday,Oct. 25
ty for Memorial Baptist
Church will be from 6 to 8
p.m. at Roller Skating of
Murray.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
Bazaar workshop will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Calloway County
Athletic Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County High
School.
Friendship
Homemakers Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at home of
Judy Stahler.
Murray High School
Band Boosters will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at high
school.
Board of Directors of
Humane Society of
Calloway County will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
Wednesday,Oct. 26
Hazel and Douglas
Senior Citizens will have
activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at centers.
Coldwater United
Methodist Church
Women will present a
"Centennial Celebration"
program at 7 p.m. at
church.
Ladies' Golf Awards
Banquet of Murray Country Club will start with
social hour at 6 p.m. and
dinner at 7 p.m.
Ladies day luncheon at
Murray Country Club for
today at noon has been
cancelled.
Second night of radio
auction by Murray Lions
Club will start at 6:30
p.m. on Radio Stations
WNBS and WAAW.

Bazaar and luncheon
planned on Thursday
at Methodist Church
The annual bazaar of
the First United
Methodist Church,
started during the
pastorate of the Rev.
James A. Fisher, will be
Thursday, Oct. 27, from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Members of the United
Methodist Women have
made and collected items
to appeal to the young
and older guests. A fish
pond for children to fish
for toys will be featured.
Booths will include
Christmas Cheer,
Thoroughbred Threads,

M.T. Moore
will marry
cardiologist
NEW YORK (AP) —
Wedding bells won't be
ringing right away for actress Mary Tyler Moore
— at least not until late
next month, her
spokeswoman said in
response to reports that
Miss Moore, 45, is about
to get hitched for a third
time.
The city clerk's office
stayed open late Tuesday
night so she and her
husband-to-be, cardiologist S. Robert
Levine, could pick up
their license. However,
the wedding date has yet
to be set, spokeswoman
Jackie Becher said
Thursday.
Levine works at Mount
Sinai Hospital and the
Bronx Veterans Administration Hospital.
Miss Moore's most recent marriage was to
Grant Tinker, now head
of NBC, from whom she
was divorced last year.
Together they founded
MTM Enterprises, which
produced the "Mary
Tyler Moore Show."

Bethany Bakeshop, Glory
Garden, and Elegant
Elephants, a spokesman
said.
A luncheon will be served with tickets being $3
per person. Tickets may
be purchased in advane
from the church office,
circle leaders or from the
luncheon chairman, Patty Mae Moody, phone 7535483.
The menu will include
ham, green beans, Patty
Mae potato salad,
cranberry relish and
cake.

BAZAAR THURSDAY — Pat Kiesow works on items for the bazaar Thursday,
Oct. 27,from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.at First United Methodist Church.

DATEBOOK
Coldwater event planned
The Coldwater United Methodist Church Women
will observe its "Centennial Celebration" with a
program on Wednesday, Oct. 26, at 7 p.m. at the
church. A skit, "Beginnings Of A Journey," will be
presented by women dressed in costumes representative of the various decades.
Refreshments and fellowship will follow the program. The public is invited to attend, a UMW
spokesman said.

Exhibition on display
An exhibition of original prints by 19th and 20th
century American and European artists from the
Harry L. Jackson Collection of the Murray State
University permanent collection will be on display
until Nov. 9 in the Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU. Gallery hours are 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday and 1
to 4 p.m. Sunday. There is no admi.sson charge.

Halloween event planned
The ghostly apparitions and friendly haunts of
Halloween will come to life in "Ghosties and
Ghoulies and Things That Go Bump In The Night,"
the traditional Halloween theater production at the
Golden Pond Visitor Center in TVA's Land Between
the Lakes. Two shows will be given nightly Oct. 28
through Oct. 31 in the Visitor Center's doomed
theater.
Various special effects, live singers and appearances by Dracula and The Great Pumpkin will
highlight the 45-minute show. Performances begin
at 6 and 7 p.m. and the audience is invited to attend
in costume. Admission is $1 for adults and 50 cents
for those under 18. Reservations are recommended
and can be made by calling LBL at 1-924-5602 Monday through Friday from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Programs at LBL are federally funded.

Murray PTO will meet

BY CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
SNACK FARE
Molasses Cookies and
Milk
Soft Molasses
Drop Cookies
The amount of baking
soda called for provides
tender texture and good
color and flavor.
24 cups fork-stirred
unbleached all-purpose
flour
1v2 teaspoons baking
soda
N teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon ground
ginger
k4-pound stick butter
v2 cup sugar
1 large egg
v2 cup molasses
142 cup water
On wax paper or in a
bowl, stir together flour,
baking soda, salt, cinnamon and ginger. In the
large bowl of an electric
mixer cream butter and
sugar; add egg and
molasses; beat until
blended — mixture will
look curdly. Add half the
flour mixture and half the
water; beat gently until
smooth; repeat with remaining flour mixture
and water.
Drop by level tablespoonfuls, several inches
apart, on ungreased
cookie sheets. Bake in a
preheated 375-degree
oven until lightly browned — 8 to 10 minutes. With
a wide metal spatula,
remove to wire racks to
cool completely. Store in
a tightly covered container with wax paper
between layers. Makes
about 4½ dozen thin cakelike cookies.
If you ....Jae regular
cookie sheets, wipe each
well with paper toweling
between bakings. Toward
end of baking wash and
thoroughly ,dry sheets
before using.
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The Murray Elementary School Parent-Teacher
Organization will meet Thursday, Oct. 27, at 7:30
p.m. in the cafeteria of Carter Cebter. A program
on "Parent-Teacher Conferences" will be
presented by a panel of five teachers, one from each
grade level, who will give examples of of the types
of questions asked in a typical conference and
discuss with the audience the ways in which the conference can benefit both parents and and teachers.
Murray Elementary School has scheduled individual conferences to begin in the month of
November.
The purpose and operation of the new Parents Advisory Council will also be explored. The PAC was
creaated by the PTO this year to allow parents a

CIVITAN CLU3 — The Murray Civitan Club hosted several special education
teachers as their guests on Thursday evening at Homeplace Restaurant. The
guests were informed of fund raising activities in progress that could benefit
their individual classes as well as the local Adult Compehensive Care Center.
Pictured, from left, front row, are Carla Ambrico, Kathy Mowery, Reed
Rushing, Janice Hicks and Joan Milner, and in back, R.B. Barton and Willis
Johnson of Murray Civitan Club.

USESALTFOR Pi7JVESTAIN
If wine spills on the tablecloth, cover the stain immediately with salt. Leave it for 30 minutes, then
rinse in cold water. If stain remains,stretch stained
area over a large bowl and secure with rubber
bands. Pour boiling water on the stain. If hot water
would damage the fabric, use cool water. If stain remains,sponge with diluted hydrogen peroxide.

Mrs. Willie L. Foster,
411 N. L.P. Miller; Miss
Kristina A. Ashworth, Rt.
5; Mrs. Sarah Nan Henson, Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs.
Lillian Ilene Evans, 202
South llth St.; Mrs. Hazel
E. Hodges, 828 South

Fourth St.;
Miss Bonnie S. Balentine, Rt. 1, Dextd; Steve
D. Brantley, Hart Hall,
MSU; Gregory C. Earwood, Rt. 7; Miss Victoria A. WoOds, 1625
Miller; Mrs. /Juanita A.
Stallons, 810 tha Wa Circle;
Mrs. Mildred J.
Burnett, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Mrs. Melba J. Blckstone,
Sedalia; Ben E. Mathis,
Rt. 3; Rexie W. Jackson,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Audrey B. Cook, Rt.6;
William P. Dunaway,
Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.; Neal
B. Brooks, Rt. 1, Farm-

ington; Henry H. Wilson,
1616 Magnolia; Lionel
Adam Vickrey, No. 8
Riviera Ct.; Nathan C.
Cochrurn. Rt. 2;
Mrs. Ruby L. Parrish,
806 Hurt Dr.; Cecil L.
Davis, Rt. 1, Dukedom,
Tenn.; Mrs. Vertie A.
Nelson, Rt. 1, Benton;
Charles W. Thompson,
1700 Calloway; Mrs.
Zilpah D. Saxon, Rt. 4,
Mayfield; John E. Wyatt
(expired) Rt. 1, Alino.
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Club announces events
The ladies day luncheon for noon on Wednesday
at the Murray Country Club has been cancelled, according to Vicky Holton, luncheon chairman.
At 6 p.m. on Wednesday the Ladies' Golf Awards
Banquet will start with a social hour and dinner to
follow at 7 p.m. For information call Judy Latimer,
753-6427, or Mary Bogard, 753-5744.

Prints still 6n sale
The Murray High School Athletic Boosters Club
still have prints of "Eye of the Tiger" by Carl
Woods on sale. The cost for the colored print featuring a tiger and all sorts of sports equipment is $20.
For information call Jerry Key, 753-6078.

Name omitted on story
In the feature about the trip to Glorieta, N.M., by
the Senior Adults of the First Baptist Church
published on Oct. 20, the name of the person writing
the account of the story was omitted. The story was
written by James C. Williams.

Boosters will meet
The Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 25, at 7 p.m. at the school. Included
on program will be the golf, tennis and cross country teams. This will include both boys and girls
teams.

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

We are pleased to
announce that
Belinda Suiter,
bride-elect of Joe
Dan Taylor, has
selected her china,
pottery and flatware from our complete bridal
registry. Belinda
and Joe Dan will be
married Nov. 26.

CALL TODAY AND RENT
THE APPLIANCE YOU NEED!
..11Cz

CALL NOW!
JOIN THE
COLORTYME
FAMILY!

•NO CREDITORS
CHECKEDI
•NO SELURITY
) AMERICAS LARGEST DEPOSIT
LONG TERM
6f
RENT-TO-OWN
OBLIGATION
,
.D
*O
N ELIVERY AND
SYSTEM
SERVICE
INCLUDED

TYME) Phone
204
IV
•
Video•kap•Appl,aneS
South
TM 1594th St. Murray, K
4487

753-0035

The Showcase
1617 121 By.Psos
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Telephone 502-7534541

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
r

cAPr
SpieKE

V 0-

Special

A Large
Double
Hamburger &
French Fries

'199

Ask me about our Homeowners Policy
with automatic Inflation Coverage

Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

Jackie Weatherford announces a one-day trip for
Senior Citizens and friends. The bus will depart on
Tuesday, Nov. 8, at 8:30 a.m.from the parking lot of
Murray-Calloway County Park. The trip will include a visit to the National Military Park at Fort
Donelson, the Homeplace 1850, Lake Barkley
Lodge, and Kentucky Dam. Cost of the trip will be
$19 including lunch per person. Reservations can be
taken until Tuesday, Nov. 1, and payment must be
received by Friday, Nov. 4. For reservations call
753-4646.

NO CREDITORS CHECKED!

Chestnut St. Murray 753-0045

For homeowners
insurance coverage
that helps keep up with
.the rising cost of
rebuilding your home,
check with State Farm.

One-day trip scheduled

RENT-TO-OWN

Patients dismissed listed by hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday,
Oct. 19, was 112 adults
and four in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Baby Girl Morton,
parents, Paula and
Michael, Rt. 1.
Dismissals were as
follows:

way in which to voice their concerns and interests
about their children's education. Cyndie Deaver,
president, announced that the organization will attempt to answer questions raised by parents at the
last meeting. The meeting is open both to members
of PTO and the community.

the
Ter-

Look At Me Now!
Jody Lunn of Murray lost 94 pounds Needless to say I
hove a totally different outlook on life I've never had very
much confidence on myself but now I feel there s nothing
can't do
Believe me if you're thinking thot It's gong to take
forever for you to lose that weight, I did the some thing
but I knew I hod the rest of my life ahead of me and I
wonted to live it to the fullest possible potentool That's
why I went to Diet Center I loved my counselors oni they/
really helped me through the tough times
Don't give up on yourself Go to Diet Center Believe me41
you'll never regret it
BY the way I haven't reached my goal I have IS lbs to
go and I know I'm going to make it You'll be seeing me
here again real soon
s

GO
RACERS!
Special Good Oct. 21
through Oct. 27
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Ldo.o good nocnbor
SW,Firm ig Meng
Illr bete Fon,•• and Caine., Company
boo...goon onnno

Place ain't fancy-Just
Good Food & Reasonable Prices
Convenient Drive Up Window

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE.
IN TROIA WTORN CONSUL TATION'

641 N. The Village
753-0020
Mon-Fri 7:30-1:00, 2:00-5:30 Sat. 10-12
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Black officer assumes'challenge'of peacemaker of Lexington police force

44

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Police Maj.
Ulysses Berry is commander of the Lexington
Metro Police Department's Internal-Affairs
Unit but he could also be
called an arbitrator,
mediator or peacemaker.
Berry, the depart-

ment's highest-ranking
black officer, took the
post in August, replacing
Capt. Jerry Gilbert, who
returned to a job he had
previously held as the
department's inspector.
Berry said he took the
controversial job "after
being asked, because
/I

saw it as a challenge, sort
of a new frontier."
His last assignment
was downtown in the
police department's
liaison officer with the
business community. In
his 19 years on the force
he's worked in nearly
every unit of the depart-

ment and thinks his
background has prepared
him for the new job.
"I think it's important
for police to project a
good image," Berry said.
"We have to be exemplary in our conduct,
both on and off duty."
Berry's work can lead

to disciplinary action —
froqn verbal reprimands
or fines to suspension or
dismissal — against
fellow officers.
The recent arrest of a
Lexington police officer
on drug charges "shows
that we won't cover up,"
Berry said.

Founder's Day Sale
Save 20%
to 50%
Sale $25

Pr_ 50x84"
Reg. $30. Antique satin draperies of
rayon/acetate with cotton lining. Fanfold pleated header, deep hem and
weighted corners. Solid colors.
100x84", Reg. $75 Sale 63 pr.
150x84", Reg. $120 Sale $96 pr.

S

ale 19.20 pr 100x84
Reg. $24. Priscilla Kodel'" polyester/
cotton with deep, full ruffle. Attached
valance and tieback included. Solid
colors. Just one example of what's in
store. All priscilla curtains are 25% off
during our Founder's Day Sale

Sale 8.99 ,„ 50x84
Handsome open weave woOdbury
Drapes. Self-Lined.
100x84" Reg. $50 Sale 24.99
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Three family
members found
shot to death
in home
PINEVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— Three members of a
Bell County family ivere
found shot to death Sunday in their home near
Pineville, according to
Kentucky State Police.
No motive for the
shootings has been determined, said Trooper Bill
Riley, public affairs officer with the KSP's
Harlan post.
The victims were identified as Jerry W.
Sprinkles, 29, of Kettle
Island; his wife, Cynthia
Sprinkles, said to be in
her mid 20s; and the couple's daughter, Kattie,
age 2 or 3, Riley said.
Riley said that a
relative discovered the
bodies about 11 a.m. EDT
by a relative, who called
police.
The shootings occurred
at the Sprinkles home on
Kentucky 221 at Kettle
Island, some seven miles
north of Pineville.
The KSP crime labe
was called to the scene,
said Riley, who added
that the bodies would be
taken to Lexington for
autopsy.

Supreme antique
satin draperies
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Berry said if a complaint against an officer
proves groundless, he
"would not hesitatt to file
a charge for making a
false complaint."
One caller complained
that a policeman turned
on his flashing lights,
passed a long string of
traffic at an intersection,
then flipped off the
flashers and resumed
normal speed.
"The complainant
wanted to know if it
wasn't a misuse of
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emergency equipment,"
Berry said. "I checked into it and found out what
happened."
The officer had been
responding to a burglary
call. But en route to the
scene, a radio dispatcher
told him it was a false
alarm.
"That's why the officer
turned off the lights,"
Berry said.
"The complainant
understood the explanation and was pleased that
we'd taken the time to investigate. We get a lot of
complaints about the officers and how they use
their vehicles."
Other complaints are
more serious. People are
arrested, and many
claim they were abused
in the process.
"We want to know

when our people act improperly so appropriate
action can be taken,"
Berry said.
If he finds that an officer used excessive
force, was discourteous
or violated any of the
department's work rules,
Berry files a report with
Chief John P. McFadden,
*ho can initiate
disciplinary action
against the officer.
After completing the investigation of a complaint, Berry gives a written report to McFadden
and the officer's supervisor for review.
If action is deemed
necessary, an officer can
either accept punishment
handed down by the chief
or demand a hearing
before the Urban County
Council.
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THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

bet

par

"No man would listen to had no losers in trumps.
you talk if he didn't know it
Why is the trump finesse
was his turn next." -- Ed the percentage play? When
Howe.
West is known to have a
long suit for his pre-empt,
there is less space in his
hand for any particular
South heard West's pre- missing card. Since East is
emptive bid well. Without known to be short in hearts,
the pre-empt, South proba- the chances are good that he
bly would have lost his holds the protected queen of
game. Knowing something trumps.
Usually pre-empts cause
about West's distribution.
South had good reason to us all some headaches
pick up the trump suit.
NORTH
10-24-A
Imagine playing the hand
•A 7 5 2
V A3
without any interfering
•6 4 3
bidding Dummy •would win
•
A 1082
the heart ace and play the
EAST
two top trumps (eight ever, WEST
•Q 9 3
nine never). This play would •4
VQJ109116
•52
create a trump trick for •
•10 8 7
K J92
'East and since there is no +95
•K Q J 6 4
way to avoid the loss of
SOUTH
"three minor suit tricks, the
•K J 1086
game would go down one.
K 74
In the long run, West's
•A Q 5
+73
nonvulnerable weak jump
overcall should promise a
Vulnerable North-South
net gain. In today's layout, it
guided South to the winning Dealer. South The biddingplay.
South west
North East
341
The heart ace was won at 14k
440
All
Pass
trick one and dummy's
trump ace was cashed. A
Opening lead Heart queen
second trump lead was
finessed and South suddenly
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Occasionally, we can get
even by reading the distribution.accurately, .

Wednesday Night
Buffett

1

we
Lead with The Aces

fin

Ovr Farness Special
South holds

let
ha'

10-24-B

•J 10 4
832
•Q J 104
+762

. ,.

Every Wednesday Night
5-9 p.m.
Spaghetti & Pizza
3.99 All You Can Eat

East
l•
2 NT

South
Pass
Pass

West
24
3N1

Dli

North
Pass
All
pass

ANSWER: Spade jack
Leading up to East's diamonds is not promising;
lead the better major.
Send bridge questions to The Aces
P0 Box 12363 Dallas. Texas 75225
with sell-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

ANNUAL
MURRAY LIONS CLUB

Save 20%

25% off

All cape cods
tiers swags.

All mini blinds.
Sale 18.75. Reg $25 One inch
steel mini blinds with plastic
wand Tapeless Perfect
contemporary look for your
windows White and colors
23x64
27x64: Reg $25 Sale 18.75
36x64" Reg $33 Sale 24.75

Choose from a charming
selection to soften the look of
any window in your home. Find
an array of colors and styles
that give your windows a
beautiful new view! All 20% off
Sale prices effective
through Sunday.

C+)

JCPenney
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TUE., WED. 8 THUR.
OCTOBER 25, 26, 27, 1983
BEGINNING AT
6:30 P.M. EACH EVENING
WNBS/WAAW 759-1037
ITEMS FOR SALE THIS YEAR INCLUDE
LADIES' WEAR - MEN'S WEAR - CHILDREN'S WEAR
HAIRDRESSING ITEMS & SERVICES
SPORTING GOODS - OFFICE SUPPLIES
FOOD - AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES & SERVICES
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - TOOLS - AND MANY, MANY MORE

nen PNOCSIIIMI FYION MIA AUCTION MILL CM USIA TO
CONTINUA SIGHT CONSINV•TION IMPORTS, TWO BLOOD SAWA
AND TM COMMUNITY SERVICI PPIOJACTS.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

•1983. J C Panne,/ Company Inc
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Asbury College president gives commitment to Christianity, education
WILMORE, Ky. (AP)
— The new president of
Asbury College says his

major goal is to continue making it a first-class
the school's commitment educational institution.
to Christianity while
Dr. John N. Oswalt,
who was inaugurated
Saturday as president of
Asbury College Saturday,
said he believes that the
college should resist
pressures to concentrate
on jobs and vocations.
"Many new jobs do not
yet exist, many which
now exist will cease to do
By Abigail Van Buren
so," Oswalt said in a
prepared statement.
"Furthermore,
Americans are now
averaging almost three
radical vocational
DEAR ABBY: I'm a reasonably attractive bachelor who
changes in their working
enjoys the company of young women, but I'm having a
hard time trying to find one who still wears a dress.
careers. Narrow jobThe other night when I called for my date for dinner
training will not fit these
and a movie (not a drive-in), she met me at the door
needs."
wearing blue jeans! I asked her if she had a dress, and she
A strong liberal arts
said, "Yes, but then I'd have to shave my legs"!
Abby, I shaved my face to go out with her. Why can't
background would make
she shave her legs to go out with me?
students better thinkers
What is it with women these days? Why do so many of
and more productive
them prefer pants?
workers in many fields,
If you can answer this, you're a genius.
he added.
HATES WOMEN IN PANTS
Asbury College was
DEAR HATES: I'm no genius, but I asked a numfounded in 1890 by the
ber of pants-wearing women why they preferred
Rev. John Wesley
pants. Some typical responses:
Hughes, a Methodist
1. Pants are much more comfortable than a dress.
2. My legs aren't too terrific, so why advertise it?
pastor and evangelist.
3. Pants are warmer when I need warmth.
Located in the small
4. If I have a run in my hosiery, it won't show.
Jessamine County com5. With pants I can wear a shirt or blouse that
munity of Wilmore,
hangs down over my big behind to hide it.

peatt)

Asbury is an independent
Christian liberal arts institution with a choice of
41 majors and 43 minors.
It has had 12 presidents in
the 93 years of its existence.
The 43-year-old Oswalt,
an Ohio native, succeeds
Dr. Cornelius R. Hager.

Oswalt received his
bachelor's degree in
speech at Taylor University in Upland, Ind. He
continued his education
at Asbury Theological
Seminary in Wilmore,
where he earned
undergraduate and
graduate degrees in

S
14.
3

Bachelor's Venus Won't
Be Wearing Blue Jeans

6. Almost everybody else wears pants, and I don't
want to be the oddball.

Shelby jailer
charged with
malfeasance

•••

DEAR ABBY: When a funeral director signed "Dead
Serious" requested that you ask people to quit making
jokes about his profession, instead of being sympathetic,
you added a few more. Abby, you showed the sensitivity
of an armored tank and the shallowness of onionskin!
I am also a funeral director, and I've heard just about
every mortician joke in the book.
When I walk into a place, I am asked, "What are you
doing here—looking for business?"
Then someone else pipes up with, "Hey, everybody, act
alive. Look who's here with his meat wagon!"
Abby, how would you like to come into a place and be
greeted with, "Well, if it isn't Heartache Hannah" or
"Lovelorn Abby with all the answers . .. ha, ha, ha!"
Now do you get my point, or should I hit you with my
shovel? My name is not "Digger" or "Planter"—just call
me ...
DAVE IN IOWA
DEAR DAVE: Though somewhat corny, there may
be a kernel of truth in your complaint. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: When you printed the letter from the
mortician who was fed up with 'jokes about his job, such
as "I'll bet people are just dying to do business with you"
and "How's business? Dead, huh?" I think you did him
more harm than good when you replied, "MI men are
cremated equal."
I am only 13 years old, but I know a put-down when I
hear (or read) one
A.C. IN GLENDALE, ARIZ.
DEAR A.C.: I apologize to all morticians who
were offended. They should not have been. The
final put-down is theirs.
P.S. Orchids to the mortician who wrote: "Don't
let it bother you, Abby, most people in this business
have a good sense of humor. Sign me ... GRAVEDIGGER IN WEST ISLIP, N.Y."

divinity and theology.
Oswalt also has a doctorate in Mediterranean
studies from Brandeis
University in Waltham,
Mass..
He has taught biblical
studies at Barrington College in Rhode Island and,
from 1970 to 1982, at

Asbury Theological
Seminary, where he was
named to Who's Who in
Religion.
Oswalt has also served
in the past as interim or
full pastor of five churches in Kentucky and Indiana.
Married and the father

of three children, he has
published widely in
popular journals as
varied as "Eternity" and
"Good News," as well as
in numerous scholarly
journals in religion. He is
now completing a book
titled A Commentary on
the Book of Isaiah.

Founder's Day Sale
Save
14% to
37%
Supersavings
on SuperTouch!

SHELBYVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A Shelby County
deputy jailer has been
charged -with
malfeasance or neglect of
a county office after an
incident in the jail last
Friday, according to Kentucky State Police,
Trooper Glenn Walton,
public affairs officer at
KSP's Frankfort post,
said Everett Barber, 28,
of ghelbyville is accused
of haVing sexual relations
with a woman inmate of
the jail who was awaiting
transfer to the Women's
Correctional Institution
at PeWee Valley.
State police say they
are also investigating
another incident
,
- that
recently occurred at the
Shelby County Jail and
expect to make an arrest
in that case Monday.

Sale 6.99

bath

Reg. $10. A towel like no other you've

known A new development has given
these 1000/0 cotton fibers the maximum
absorption power you need and want_
Stock up now and tuck a few away for
gifting.
Hand towel, Reg. $7 Sale 4.99
Washcloth, Reg 3_50 Sale 2.99

Sale 2.50 bath
Reg. 3.99 Bonanza Piped Terry
Towel in assorted Fashion Colors.
Hand Towel Reg. 2.99 Sale $2
Washcloth Reg. 1.99 Sale 1.50

•da

Captain

t

o Seafood

Save20%
to 30%

Hamburgers

12th and Olive

Good In Murray Only

753-9383

Daily Specials No Coupon Necessary - Try Our New White Beans

Mattress pads with
Astrofill" comfort.

Fish'N Fry $150

Sale 8.39

Hushpuppies, 2 Tender Fish Fillet,
Natural Cut Fries

with 100°,0 Astrofill polyester and
covered with polyester cotton Helps
protect mattress, adds to your
sleeping comfort
Full size fitted, Reg 15.99 Sale 12.79
Queen size fitted, Reg 20 99 Sale 16.79

Chipper
New Cole Slow, Hushpuppies
2 Tender Fish Fillet, Natural Cut Fries

$1 99

Fish Dinner $28

Save 20%
to 29%

3 Tender Fish Fillet, Hushpuppies,
Natural Cut Fries, New Cole Slow

Chicken Dinner
Boneless Tender Chicken Chunks,
Natural Fries, Hushpuppies,
New Cole Slaw

twin

Reg. 11.99. Fitted mattress pads filled

$289

Fish 'N
Chips
Clam Dinner,
3 Batter Dipped
Fish Fillets,
Hushpuppies,
Natural Cut Fries

Bedpillows with
Astrofill; too.

Sale 3.49
Reg. 4.99. Plump Astrofillw polyester
fiberfilled pillow, with comfortable
all cotton ticking Corded edges
Standard size
Queen size. Reg 799 Sale 6.49
Sale prices effective through Saturday.

$
20
9

$289

Golden Brown Clams, Hushpuppies,
New Cole Slow, Natural Cut Fries

Country Style
Fish Dinner

Pr••••

$299

Tender Fish Rolled in Corn Meal
And Deep Fried, Natural Cut French Fries,
Hushpuppies, New Cole Slow

•

Y.

••

••

4,

Shop
Monday-Friday 9-9
Saturday 9-9:30
Sunday 12:30-6

enne

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502)7594080
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Two-year milk production increases predicted
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Milk production in the
major dairy countries is
expected to increase by
3.1 percent this year and
is headed for another
gain in 1984, according to
a new analysis by the
Agriculture Department.
The foreign dairy situation is watched closely by
USDA and the private industry for signals of
policy changes that could
affect U.S. trade interests

and, eventually,
American farmers and
consumers.
According to the recent
report, which was
prepared by the department's Foreign
Agricultural Service,
milk production in 36
"selected" countries will
be around 401 million
metric tons this year,
compared to 389.1 million
tons in 1982.
The initial forecast for

1984 production LS 405.3
million metric tons, a further gain of 1.1 percent
from this year's level.
A metric ton is about
2,205 pounds and is the
unit favored in internetional trade. In the United
States, milk statistics are
usually reported in
pounds.
"With more milk, production of cheese, butter
and non-fat dry milk,
commodities with

U.S. legislators plan retaliation
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
A bipartisan group of
Farm Belt legislators,
trying to reverse a costly
decline in U.S. commodity exports, is warning of
retaliation if European
nations impose a new
round of restrictions on
purchases of American
goods.
Even Agriculture
Secretary John Block, opposed this spring to
legislation counteracting
existing European
restraints on imports, has
warned that if the new
restrictions are adopted
by the 10-nation European Economic Corn-

munity, the administration will have "no other
choice but to consider
whatever counter
measures are necessary
to defend our legitimate
trading interests."
The targets of the latest
protests from the United
States are proposals pending before the EEC to
impose a consumption
tax on fats and oils, other
than butter, and to place
quotas on the imports of
nongrain feed ingredients
like corn gluten and
citrus pulp.
In 1982, the United
States exported nearly $5
billion in those products
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BUYERS-OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
753-3404
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Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

to European nations
under longstanding
agreements which exempted them from the
EEC's levy system.
"There should be no
mistake on the part of the
Europeans how seriously
we view these restrictions," says Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., chairman
of the Senate Agriculture
Committee.
Helms was one of the
forces behind the
retaliatory legislation
that his committee approved this spring after
EEC officials refused to
discuss changes in their
farm policy.
That bill, which has effectively been dropped,
drew criticism from
some farm state
members of Congress
and the administration,
who complained it's
"trade war" aspects contradicted the U.S. principle of free trade. They
also pointed out that
while EEC farm subsidies are undermining
U.S. sales in the international market, the European nations remain the
largest customer for
American farm products.
But the tone is becoming strident again with
House Agriculture Committee Chairman Kika de
la Garza, D-Texas, warning, "If any of them
( proposed restrictions) is
adopted, it would result in
seriuus political repercussions in the United
States and lead to
economic retaliation by
this country."
More than 30 senators
have endorsed a resolution, sponsored by Sen.
Alan Dixon, D-III., asking
President Reagan to urge
EEC leaders to reject the
new tax and quota plans
and if they fail to do so to
retaliate with "strong
measures" to protect
Amercan trade interests.

guaranteed prices in
many countries, are expending rapidly and likely will expand further in
1984, the report said.
More than 70 percent of
the 36-country milk total
is accounted for by 15
countries.
The biggest single producer is the Soviet Union,
but its output is exceeded
by the 10-member Europeen Community, which
is considered collectively. According to the
report, this year's milk
production in the key
countries and next year's
projected output, include:
United States, 62.4
million metric tons this
year and 62.5 million projected for 1984; European
Community, 112 million
and 113.1 million; Japan,
7.0 million and 7.2
million; Soviet Union, 95
million and 97 million;
Australia, 5.7 million and
5.8 million; and New
Zealand, 6.8 million and
6.8 million.

Jones attends Georgia farm show
MOULRIE, Ga. — The
South's largest farm
show opened for its sixth
year here Oct. 11-13 to a
crowd of more than
200,000.
The Sunbelt
Agricultural Expostion
welcomed Danny
Hendley of Nashville,
Ga., as its one millionth
visitor Wednesday, Oct.
12, with a shower of gifts
including a Caribbean
Cruise.

WASHINGTON(AP) —
Livestock producers,
already cutting their
herds because of this
year's drought, may opt
for even further reductions in their inventories
if market and weather
conditions fail to improve, Agriculture
Department analysts
say.

The situation could
flood the consumer
market this fall and
winter with more meat
than expected, leading to
lower retail prices. But
that would also tighten
the meat supply for the
rest of next year even
more than expected once
herd liquidation has run
its course.
"Near-record meat
supplies had been
forecast since early summer, but drought from
mid-July through midSeptember is further
boosting the fall and
winter volume and raisWASHINGTON (AP)— livestock and poultry pro- ing additional uncertainThe disruptive effects of ducers," the report said.
ties about future supthe 1983 drought, which
"Whatever the final im- plies," the analysts said
already has caused a pact, the drought will in a livestock outlook
reduction in this fall's leave an uneven legaty report issued Thursday.
yields of corn, soybeans among producers that
"In fact, even higher
and other crops, will be may just about balance grain prices or the failure
felt well into 1984 and out in the overall farm in- of recent rains to
possibly longer, the come picture. Reduced generate favorable fall
Agriculture Department crop marketings and and winter grazing condisays.
lower returns to livestock tions would actually exEven more fearsome is producers will probably pand red meat supplies,"
that unless depleted soil be offset by higher crop the report said.
moisture is replaced by prices."
The situation has pronext spring there is a
The drought's effect on mpted a number of Farm
possibility of further food prices is expected to Belt congressmen to
chaos in the 1984 crop be minimal, perhaps con- pressure Agriculture
season.
tributing 1.5 percentage Secretary John Block for
"We are short of sub- points to a 1984 gain increased federal aid to
soil moisture in almost all forecast at 4 percent to 7 ranchers hit by the
major production areas percent. Retail food drought. They fear the
as we approach fall plow- prices are expected to financial squeeze on raning in preparation for average about 2.5 percent chers could force them to
1984 crops," says Norton higher this year, the sell off their foundational
Stronunen, US A's chief smallest annual increase herds, meaning it would
meteorologist.
since 1967.
be years before those ran"Prospects for next
"However limited its ches could become proyear's crops thus depend effect on overall farm in- ductive again.
on soil moisture recharge come and food prices, the
in the fall, winter and spr- drought is a major
ing ahead," he said.
disaster for many proStrommen's comments ducers — in fact, for enwere part of an Economic tire communities — in
Research Service report weather-ravaged areas,"
describing this year's the report said.
"In terms of crop and
drought and its impact on
U.S. agriculture.
yield losses, it may go
"In ,its wake are down as the worst
withered corn and soy- drought since 1974 and
bean fields and sharply possibly as the worst
higher feed costs for since the 1930s."

Dry weather causes
lower bean yields

if6 BUCHANAN
FEED & SEED
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Brick Lined, Cast
Iron Grates, Cast
Iron Back.

See us for all your
feed, bulk garden seeds,
fertilizer and pet care needs.

ing industry and the Expo
attracts a good audience," Jones said. "The
clouds kept the volume of
people lower than I expected, but we plan to
return next year for the
exposure we get in the
fanning community."
In addition to the 80
acres of static exibits at
Sunbelt, the Expo
harvested nearly .600
acres of crops.

In response, Block has
made adjustments in
USDA's disaster loan program to meet the needs of
cattlemen he said had all
too often "been left out of
the loop" of federal
disaster protection. But
Block has declined to invoke special emergency
feed programs as a
number of lawmakers
have demanded.
Based on present circumstances, the USDA
analysts predicted red
meat production in 1984

Industrial
Road
*4t110
211-+ Si- A o*imet *41
TERRITORY MANAGER WANTED!
AGRICULTURAL BACKGROUND!
EXCELLENT SOURCE OF EXTRA INCOME!
Will establish, work with and
service seed dealers for COKER'S
PEDIGREED SEED COMPANY in
CALLOWAY County.
Sell high performance varieties of
Coker corn, wheat, soybeans, oats
and grain sorghum in the area.
FOR INTERVIEW WRITE:
MATT McCRATE, 1100 POMONA DR.
JONESBORO, ARKANSAS 72401

Price freeze bill
is given support

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The administration and
some of its congressional
allies are hopeful that
support for a bill freezing
crop target prices can be
revived — if the right buttons affecting dairy and
tobacco can be pushed.
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block told the
House Agriculture Committee on Wednesday
that he still hopes for
some kind of legislative
action on the complex
package before the
month is over.
But he acknowledged
that the drought has had
significant impact on
dairy operations because
of rising feed costs.
Rep. George Brown, DCalif., reminded Block
that the problem with
congressional action on
the package is that Block
has been adamant about
tying the dairy compromise to the freeze in
target prices.
To that, Block said,
"All I'm asking for is a
vote on target prices. If I
lose that vote, all right. I
don't think it's asking too
much for a vote."
Sen. Robert M. Dole, RKan., the senior
Republican on the Senate
agriculture committee,
said he hopes the legislaFFA MEMBER OF
tion can be revived.
THE MONTH — Tommy
-There are some
Orr,son of J.D. and Patsy
Orr, has been selected
Member of the Month for
August by the Calloway
A firewood and forest
County chapter of Future
Farmers of America. Orr management workshop
was selected as a result of sponsored by the Univerbeing second high in- sity of Kentucky
dividual scorer in the Cooperative Extension
Purchase Region Meats Service held in Bowling
Judging Contest at Union Green on Oct. 11 and in
City, Tenn. The Calloway Maysville on Oct 13.
chapter won first place in
The workshop was
the regional contest. Orr
is a senior at CCHS this designed to show both
landowners and firewood
year,
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Sales IL Service
Factory Authorized

401 MAPLE ST.
COURTSQUARE
Lifetime Rebuild Warranty on New
Kirbys
•We Repair All Cleaners
*Guarantees On All Cleaners and
Repairs
•Full Line of Used and Rebuill
Vacuums

759-4801
Next Time Yawk
-A
Cleaner Corne Se* Us About
One That Will Lost A Lifetime And
Will Out aeon Any Others."KIRBY"

1-800-845-0792
Ask For: WILL HART
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will be lower than this
year, but it should still
run above the levels of
1982.
In the case of poultry,
they said producers had
begun to curtail production this summer in anticipation of the higher
red meat supplies. That
trend will continue into
next summer, keeping
supplies relatively stable,
but then farmers are expected to accelerate produetion in response to
tigher red meat supplies.

positive signs that the
elements necessary to
put together a satisfaetory package are willing
to get involved in this
latest compromise effort," Dole said. "The administration has indicated its willingness to
deal, some moderate
Democrats have said
they're now looking for a
better package as well
and meetings are expected this week."
Dole did not elaborate
on the various positions
he cited, but he said the
compromise being
discussed now is similar
to the one proposed during the waning hours
before the August recess.
Senate floor action on
the target price freeze
was thwarted before the
recess by a filibuster by
Sen. John Nelcher, DMont., and a number of
farm state supporters.
The bill, however, is still
before the Senate for
disposition.
Sen. Jesse Helms, RN.C., chairman of the
Senate committee, said
Tuesday that he would
drop the target price bill
and move to the dairytobacco measure but only
on condition that during
the dairy-tobacco debate
a target price amendment be voted on.

Forest workshop held

OR CALL TOLL FREE:
7001 Mon

a lot like looking through
a Sears catalog of farming."
Jackie Jones, president
of Jones Iron and Metal
Co. in Murray, joined 575
other companies as an exhibitor in the three-day
show.
A first-year exhibitor at
the Sunbelt Expo, Jones
said the farm show attracts an important audience for his company.
"We cater to the farm-

Drought causes herds to be reduced

1,16 *4
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"I've always said that
what Made a farmer was
tiring. We must have
timed it right today,"
said Hendley, who farms
500 acres of corn, soybeans, tobbacco and cattle in Berrien County.
"We've been to the Expo every year," Hendley
said."We try to come two
days, the first to find out
where everything is and
the second to see it the
way it should be seen. It's

-

•
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users that proper
firewood harvesting can
improve timberstands
while providing a
renewable alternative
source of home heating
fuel, said Douglas
McLaren, Extension
forestry specialist in the
UK College of
Agriculture who is headquartered at the Robinson Substation at Quicksand, Ky.
Higher heating costs
have renewed interest in
wood as a fuel for heating
homes.
"This renewed interest
in firewood has created a
need for informationon
proper forest management for cutting
firewood," said
McLaren.
Harvesting wood for
fuel benefits both the landowner, whose timberstand is improved by
removing low quality
stems, and the firewood
user, who obtains an inexpensive source of fuel.
"Wood is a renewable
resource and, if properly
managed, can yield a
continuous supply of fuel
wood indefinitely,"
McLaren said.
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Explosion inside desegregated school 25 years ago ended town's violence
CLINTON, Tenn. (AP)
- Fog blanketed this
East Tennessee town early on that October Sunday
morning 25 years ago.
The sky was dark and
most people were asleep
- until the dynamite
went off.

Three explosions of
nearly 100 sticks of
dynamite ripped through
Clinton High School
shortly before 4:30 a.m.
on Oct. 5, 1958, gutting
one of the first public high
schools in the South to be
desegregated under cburt

order.
.In a strange way, the
bombing abruptly ended
three years of violence
that included riots and
the beating of a preacher.
"It soft of pulled people
together," said James A.
Newman, svtio was then

Some strings attached to
applying for credit cards
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Have you ever been
turned down for credit?
Don't give up. There
are folks out there willing
to give you a credit card.
But there are some
serious strings attached
to the offers.
Strings like processing
fees and bank deposits.
"Basically what you're
doing is borrowing your
own money," said Curt
Prins, who is on the staff
of the Consumer Affairs
and Coinage Subcommittee of the House Banking Committee.
Lee Blumberg, executive vice president of
Timesaver, Inc., of
Rockville, Md., which
markets MasterCard and
Visa, for a Maryland
bank disagrees. He said
there arehnillions of people who want, need and
deserve credit cards, but

are being discriminated
against by conventional
marketers.
The Timesaver program - the largest of its
kind - works like this:
Would-be applicants
pay a ;25 processing fee
to Timesaver and are
sent a set of forms to
complete. They also must
open a savings account of
between $300 and $2,000 at
Key Federal Savings and
Loan, a small Baltimore
institution. The account
earns interest at the rate
of 51
/
4 percent a year.
After they've opening a
savings account, applicants who meet the requirements-and almost
all do - are issued a
credit card. The card is
subject to all regular fees
and interest charges.
Each cardholder's credit
limit is equal to his or her
savings balance. If the

Travis remembered
EBENEZER,Ky.(AP)
- Country musician and
songwriter Merle Travis
was "real people" who
cared about others, according to Paul Center,
his road manager of the
past six years.
Travis, 65, who died
Thursday in Tahlequah,
Okla., was eulogized Sunday during a memorial
service in the
Muhlenberg County community where he grew
up.
"Merle Travis wanted
to love people, and for
people to love people,"
said Center. "Merle was
real people. He was kind,
sincere, gentle, modest,
and would take hurt to
keep others from getting
hurt."
Center said that Travis'
body was cremated and
the ashes were in
Oklahoma. He said he
didn't know where the
ashes would be scattered.
Center said that the
Muhlenberg County
gathering of a few hundred people would be the
only memorial for
Travis, who had said he
didn't want an elaborate
funeral.
Among those in the
crowd was guitarist Chet
Atkins, "Hee Haw's"
Grandpa Jones, and
songwriter Joe Maphis,

as well as Travis' three
daughters and Lane
Brodie,a family friend: Former state
Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts represented
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
at the service.
Talmadge Earl Dukes
of Ebenezer said he had
known Travis .as a boy,
before he started playing
the guitar professionally.
"He was never bigheaded with me," Dukes
said. "He never changed
from the time he was a
boy."
The memorial was conducted under cloudy skies
near a monument erected
in 1956 that proclaimed
Travis, the son of a coal
miner, as the writer of
"Sixteen Tons," a classic
in country music.
Travis was elected to
the County Music Hall of
Fame in 1977.

consumer fails to pay the
bills, "we take the savings account," Blumberg
said. If the consumer
pays promptly for 12
months, his or her credit
limit will be increased
without an additional savings deposit.
Blumberg said the
Timesaver program is
aimed at people who
otherwise could not get
credit. "The $18,000-ayear person ... the
seasonal jobholder, the
divorcee, the widower,
the college student."
Timesaver doesn't accept everyone; Blumberg
said those turned down
usually either "bounce
checks for their savings
account deposit" or have
a history of credit card
fraud. But the easy standards mean that the program has a delinquency
rate Blumberg will
describe only as "larger
than any credit card program in history."
Prins said programs
like Timesaver may not
be necessary for most
people. "Most credit card
companies are so liberal
that unless you are a
complete deadbeat, it's
not that tough to get a
'credit card."
Do consumers understand what they are doing?
"Consumers are better
informed right now on
financial matters than
they've ever been in
history, but they're still
in the dark ages," Prins
said. "I'm just constantly
amazed at the number of
complaints that we get off
of ads that are really
come-on type ads that
people fall for."
Prins added: "I think a
lot of people just feel that
they just have to have a
credit card. If I had to do
that (put up collateral) to
get a credit card, I
wouldn't do it."

Clinton's school
superintendent and now
heads the school system
in nearby Knoxville.
"People had been
against each other until
the explosion," said Clinton High Principal W.D.
Human, now retired and
living in nearby Wartburg. "But they got
together and agreed that
this wasn't the thing to
do."
Soon after the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled in
1954 that segregated
public schools were =constitutional, blacks in
Clinton, who for years
had been bused to an allblack school in Knoxville,
sued to desegregate Clinton High.
U.S. District Judge
Robert L. Taylor of Knoxville, now 83 and one of
the oldest active federal
judges in the nation,
reluctantly ordered Clinton High to admit blacks
in August 1956.
All was calm until John
Kasper, a 26-year-old
segregationist from New
Jersey, arrived in Clinton
a few days before classes
began and went door-to-

door

stirring up opposi- and they threw dynamite ferent era.

tion.
When a dozen black
students arrived to
register on the first day of
school, they were met by
a crowd of jeering adults.
There were riots and
bombings in Clinton that
year, and the Rev. Paul
Turner, a 34-year,1d
Baptist minister, was
beaten by a mob after he
escorted black children
through a crowd of protesters at the school's
front door.
Gov. Frank Clement
reluctantly sent in the
National Guard and 100
state troopers to keep the
peace. Taylor issued an
injuction forbidding interference with
desegregation, and sent
Kasper to prison for
violating it.
"It was a miserable
three years," said
Horace Wells, who has
published Clinton's weekly newspaper for 50
years. Wells urged his
readers to obey the law,
but many didn4-like the
advice.
"I had threats,
telephone calls, boycotts

relations in the past
"There has been a lot of quarter century," he
in my front yard," Wells
said. "But there were a improvement in human said.
lot of people who felt the
same way I did."
When the school was
dynamited, journalists
from around the world
flocked to Clinton. Columnist Drew Pearson
started a campaign called "Friendship Bricks to
Combat Bombs of Hate"
that helped raise money
to rebuild the school.
ClaRses were moved to
a vacant elementary
school building in Oak
Ridge. The 870 students
worked at tiny ,desks for
two years until their high
school was rebuilt,
without any help from the
federal government.
Evangelist
Authorities never prosecuted anyone for setting the dynamite
President of Mid-Continent
charges. The FBI all but
dropped its investigation
Baptist Bible College
when the two prime
suspects died soon after
the bombing.
"They think they're
dead and I do to,"
Newman said.
Looking back, Newman
said the troubled times
seem like a whole dif-

REVIVAL

Northside Baptist
Church
Old 641 N. at
Almo Heights
Monday Oct. 24 Friday Oct.28
7 p.m. Nightly

Raymond Lawrence
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Country Classic Stencil Prints

2.17
Per Yard

•45 Inches wide..100% Cotton -The latest
in the pillow craze .Stencil look pillow squares
•Machine wash tumble dry •Reg 1 27 per pane,
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Country Classic Reversible
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Guilts

•45 Inches wide •Face 8 back 100% cotton
•Fill 100% polyester .Great tor vests. crafts
•Machine wash, tumble dry
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•45 Inches wide 665% Amer* Triacetater
35% Fortrel• Polyester •Blouse weight in son
tall shades .Perfect to match with Silky
Shantung •Machine wash and dry •Reg 3 74
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•100% cotton
*Machine Wash
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For up to 48 months to Qualified Customers.
We only have this special rate for three days Oct. 25th, 26th
27th.
All 1984 Gldsmobiles, Cadillacs, Buicks & Pontiacs, Going
for Sale Prices during these three special days.
We have a few 1983 Models left & some 1983 Executive
Cars that do qualify for this low Interest Rotes.
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Eastern game to be televised
Tigers remain
unbeaten,7-0;
regional playoff
begins today

Little mistakes, big kicks
cost Racers at Akron,6-3
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
AKRON, Ohio — Murray State will receive a
chance to showcase its
football program Saturday when the Racers'
home game against
Eastern Kentucky is
televised by ABC-TV.
However, after last
Saturday's loss to Akron,
the game will be meaningless in terms of MSU's
hopes for an Ohio Valley
Conference crown this
year.
"We're out ofit," said a
disappointed Frank
Beamer after his Racers
dropped a 6-3 decision to
the Zips. "With two losses
we pretty well took
ourselves out of the race.
Eastern and Middle Tennessee won't lose two
games now — well, one of
them might, but not both
of them — so that takes
care of our chances for
the OVC title."
But even with the second OVC loss, Beamer
isn't giving up on achieving his team's original
goal. "When we first
started the season we just
wanted to win six games,
to have a winning season
during this rebuilding
year. Now we're back to
that goal," Beamer said.
The Racers are within
two wins of the goal,
posting a 4-3 record after
two consecutive losses.
Coincidentally, both
losses came on the road
and the margin was a
late-game field goal in
each — the first corning
at Middle Tennessee, 1714, two weeks ago.
What was the problem
in both games?
"We're just not a
disciplined team right
now," was Beamer's
response.
"We didn't get the big
play when we needed it,"

CS

was linebacker coach
Mike Clark's observation.
Either way, the opponents, in Saturday's
case the Zips, took advantage of the Murray
miscues and came away
with points when it
counted most.
Two second-half interceptions by MSU
quarterback Kevin Sisk
plus a fumble killed three
Racer drives and kept
them on their half of the
field almost the entire second half.
Two Dennis Heckman
field goals, one a 52yarder, and the other
coming with 2:36 to play,
stood up against Jeff Lancaster's 42-yard kick in
the second quarter.
"We're making too
many little mistakes that
are killing us," Beamer
noted. "On one field goal
we had only 10 players on
the field; twice in the first
half we have third and
one situations and we
jump offsides; in the second half we have a
fourth and two and we
checkoff on a play we've
never checked-off before;
"Then late in the game
one of our receivers goes
out of bounds to stop the
clock when he could have
run a yard further and
gotten the first down
which would have stopped the clock while they
moved the chains.
"Little things, I tell
you, are what have
beaten us all year long.
We can't play play
ourselves and the other
team too and expect to
win. With a team this
young we just can't do
it," Reamer said.
For the most part the
Racers contained the
powerful Akron running
game led by All-OVC
tailback James Black.

The Akron senior gained
only 23 yards during the
first hall and ended the
game with 74 total. He
came into the game as
the OVC's leading rusher
with a 116-yard per-game
average.
Where Murray broke
down was against the
pass, or more appropriately, against a
pass.
After taking possession
on its own 40 following a
punt, Akron moved into
scoring position when a
pass from sophomore
quarterback Steve Stams
to Rick Bailey carried 52
yards to the Murray State
eight.
Stains had a pump-fake
that brought sophomore
cornerback James Yarbrough up tight allowing
Bailey to turn upfield and
get behind the coverage.
The drive ended on
Murray's four when the
defense regrouped, but
Heckman's field goal was
successful for the victory.
The win left Akron 5-2
overall and 2-2 in the conference while Murray
State fell to 4-3 and 2-2.
"After looking at the
films I really can't fault
our kids for the effort
they gave," Beamer said
this morning. "But we're
doing some things that we
can't do in order to be
successful over the entire
course of a game.
Hopefully with the tv exposure and playing
Eastern and them (EKU)
not having lost an OVC

POINT OF NO RETURN — Murray State quarterback Kevin Sisk wishes he could call this pass back after
Akron defender Dave Arango (91) stepped in front of intended receiver Bobby Myers (29) for one of two interceptions Saturday night. Sisk had trouble throwing in the drizzle at the Rubber Bowl,completing only 12 of
25 passes for 86 yards.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
game in such a long time
— maybe that will combine to help us play better
and get over this little
hump we've created."
The Racers' skipper
said he was extremely
pleased at having been
chosen along with
Eastern to play in the
ABC televised game.
"Sunday night -during
the pro games our game
with Eastern was announced several times
and on tonight's game it

will be announced again. publicity we couldn't af- p.m. at Stewart Stadium.
To have Murray State ford to buy and we're
mentioned on national tv really pleased to have it." Eastern ovcscares
Kentucky 10, Western Ken
about 10 times is great
The ABC broadcast will lucky 10
Middle Tennessee 31, Austin Peay 17
peiblicity for our universi- begin at 2:30 p.m. Satur- Tennessee
Tech 14, Morehead State 3
ty and our program," day with kickoff moved Akron 6, Murray State 3
Beamer said. "It's from 1:30 p.m. to 2:50 13Northern Iowa 23, Youngstown State

Game Stats
at Akron
Murray St
Akron
MUR—FG Lancaster 42
AKR—FG Heckman 52
AICR—FG Heckman 21
A-2,016

0 3 0 0-3
0 0 3 3-6

Fust downs
Rushes-yards
Passang yards
Return lairds
Passes
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalttesyards

M ur Akr
9
40-141
42-59
06
104
16
36
12-26-2 6-16-0
5-35
6-33
2-1
2-1
5-67
7-50

4

HIGH TIMES — Racer receiver Chuck Cummings does some aerial
acrobatics to snatch this pass from quarterback Kevin Sisk. Despite a nice catch
by Cummings, the Racers couldn't catch up to Akron in a 6-3 Ohio Valley Conference loss.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Tongue-lashing lifts'Dogs over'Cats
ATHENS, Ga. ( AP) —
A halftime tonguelashing proved to be just
what the seventh-ranked
Georgia Bulldogs needed
to get their minds back on
football, according to AllAmerican defensive back
Terry Hoage.
"We weren't playing
well, missing tackles,
just generally not playing
very good defense,"
Hoage said Saturday
,after the Georgia
defense, battered for 196
first-half yards, came up
with four turnovers in the

third quarter to ignite the
Bulldogs' 47 - 21
Southeastern Conference
football victory over Kentucky.
Georgia was trailing 1410 at intermission when
linebacker coach Dale
Strahm scrawled on a
locker room blackboard,
"TACKLE."
"That was the conversation piece," Strahm
said. "The first half we
weren't executing well
and we weren't tackling
like we had been. Our
kids had to be reminded

of the fundamentals of
hitting and tackling."
The third quarter turnovers led directly to 23
points, including one
score early in the fourth
quarter, and the Bulldog
offense tacked on an 88yard scoring march in the
third period as Georgia
stretched its home field
winning streak to 23
games and its SEC winning string to 22.
"Our players wanted to
win and they fought
hard," Kentucky Coach
Jerry Claiborne said.
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NOW OWN THE TV YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED AT
A PRICE YOU PROBABLY NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE
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Step up to ColorTrak performance with this
affordable 25" diagonal
table model You get
remote control convenience and multi-band tuning
of up to 127 channels •
Come in and discover how
much TV you get for your
money with RCA
ColorTrak
local systems may vary check
youPcable company a compatAnht
r*quo 11.714Mt•
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BY JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
An undefeated season
will initiate the record
books for the first soccer
program at Murray High
School.
The inaugural team,
1983 edition, logged a
perfect, 7-0, season with a
2-1 finale over Marshall
County Saturday.
Ending the regular
season in style, the Tigers
fought back from a 1-0
deficit to score two
second-half goals and
defeat the Marshals at
Murray State's Cutchin
field.
Appropriately enough,
the Tigers' leading scorer
— Matt Harrington —
scored both goals after
accepting assist passes
from Mike Phillips.
Defensively, fullback
Todd Ross was responsible for stopping a suregoal shot late in the game
to avoid a tie.
The Tigers won by
sheer numbers against
the MCHS goalie. In
typical Tiger fashion, the
Murrayans swarmed
against their opponent's
defense and fired 26 shots
to only seven by the.
visitors.
But while the
undefeated season is a
pleasure, the Tigers must
now contend with stiff
competition in the
regional playoffs which
begin today in
Hopkinsville.
Murray drew a firstround bye and will play
its first game Tuesday at
2 p.m. against the winner
of host University
Heights Academy and
Henderson County.
According to MHS
coach Beth Broach,-the
Tigers are in the toughest
bracket with the exception of Daviess County
(10-1).
Of the nine teams in the
single-elimination tournament, only UHA and
Henderson County play
today. Henderson County, which handed Daviess
County its only loss of the
season, is favored in today's contest against
UHA.
Tuesday in the upper
bracket Murray plays its'
game at 2 p.m. on field
No.2 while Owensboro
High and Owensboro
Apollo play at 2 p.m. on
field No.1.
The winners of Tuesday's games play for the
upper bracket championship Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. on field No.1.
In the lower bracket
Owensboro Catholic
plays Marshall County
Tuesday at 3:45 p.m. on
Field No.1 while Daviess
County and Madisonville
play at the same time on
Field No.2.
The West Kentucky
regional championship
game will be held Thursday on Field No.1 at 3:30
p.m. Both the regional
champion and runnerup
will advance to the state
tournament in Jeffersontown, beginning Oct.
31.

ChestnufFlillsShopping Center—mw.

• Long lasting. flat finish
• Dries last
• Water clean-up
• For painted wood. hardboard
stucco and galvanized metal

6
Genoa $1325
995
6
$
Starter Kit Includes
Mattress, Heater,
Liner, Fill Kit, Water
Conditioner.
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Padded
Rails
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Percale Sheets
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Dallas falls, 40-38

Purcell wins,loses
in $117,000 tourney
VIENNA, Austria Murray's Mel Purcell
played for two championships in the $117,000
Fischer Grand Prix Tennis Tournament, losing
the singles, but winning
in the doubles.
Brian Gottfried proved
too much for the Kentucky native as he downed Purcell in three sets,62, 6-3, 7-5, to win his 25th
Grand Prix victory.
Purcell was ousted in
two hours, but earned
$10,000 for his efforts last
week. Gottfried earned
220,000 for his win.
Purcell led 5-4 in the
third set, but Gottfried, in
a brilliant finish, equaled
the score then took two
more/match points to win
the set:
Gottfried, who won the
Vienna Nurnament in
1977, 1980 and 1982, scored
with powerful smashes,
fantastic volley stops and
passing shots. Purcell
returned several incredible shots, but was
ultimately forced to yield
to the winner's superior
play.
However, in doubles
Purcell redeemed
himself by teaming with

Stan Smith to take the
championship in a 6-3, 64, victory over Marcus
Hocevar and Cassio MotIa.
Purcell's next tournament will begin in Cologne, Germany, on Tuesday.
• • •
In local tennis action
over the weekend, Murray State hosted its third
annual Pro-Celebrity
Doubles Tennis Tournament which produces
funds to support the MSU
tennis program.
Winning Sunday's
championship was Jim
Thurmond, Jr., of
Charleston, Mo., who was
paired with MSU player
Paul Austin. The duo
downed Murrayan Ben
Hogancamp and Racer
player Joe Carter, 6-7, 64,6-4.
The tournament was
held at the indoor tennis
facility at Kenlake.

Young Wilson lives up to Raider expectations
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The Los Angeles Raiders' signing of quarterback
Marc Wilson is already paying dividends.
"Talking about a pressure start, against an
unbeaten team on their home turf, and take the
beating he did," Raiders Coach Tom Flores said of
Wilson, making his first start of the season at
quarterback. "Well, it was just great for Marc."
Wilson threw three first-half touchdown passes
and Chris Bahr kicked four field goals, including a
game-winning 26-yarder with 20 seconds left Sunday, to give the Raiders a 40-38 National Football
League victory over Dallas and hand the Cowboys
their first loss of the season.
"I was thrilled to get the chance to play against
Dallas," said Wilson, who confirmed that he has
signed a new lucrative multiyear contract with the
Raiders. "You may as well start out against the
best and see what happens."
In other games Sunday, it was Kansas City 13,
Houston 10 in overtime; Minnesota 20, Green Bay 17
in overtime; Atlanta 27, New York Jets 21; Chicago
7, Philadelphia 6; New England 31, Buffalo 0; Cincinnati 28, Cleveland 21; Washington 38, Detroit 17;
Miami 21, Baltimore 7; Pittsburgh 27, Seattle 21;
Denver 14, San Diego 6; San Francisco 45, Los
Angeles Rams 35; and New Orleans 24, Tampa Bay
21.
Tonight, the New York Giants will be at St. Louis.
thought we might pull it out again," Dallas

Briefly
Top Twenty Fared
By The Aasociated Press
How the Top Twenty teams in the
Associated Press college football poll
fared this week
1 Nebraska (114-01 beat Colorado.
69-19
2 Texas { 6-400 beat Southern
Methodist, 15-12.
3 North Carolina 174.0 did not
Play
4 West Virginia 6-1-0 lost to Penn
State, 41-26
5, Auburn 16-1-0 beat Mississippi
State, 26-13
6 Florida (6-.0-t ) beat East Caroline.
24-17
7 Georgia (64-1 I beat Kentucky, 4721
1 Miami. Fla 7-14) beat Cincinnati, 17-7
11 Southern Methodist 15-1-0 lost to
Texas, 15-12.
10 Michigan 6-141 , beat lows. 16-13
11 flh)nouiI.t-0l beat Purdue, 35-21
12 lows 15401 lost to Michigan. II13
13 Arizona State 4-1-1 lost to
Washington State, 31-21
11 Washington (6-14( best Oregon.
113
15 Maryland 6-1-0) beat Duke,31-3
16 Oklahoma 15-2-40 beat Iowa
State. 0011
17 Ohio State (2-1-6 beat Michigan
State 21.11
11 Brigham Young (6-1-0) beat San
Diego State. 47-12.
11. Arizona 44-11 lost to Stanford.
31-II
M Alabama 4-341 did not play

other TD pass went 13 yards to Art Monk.
Broncos 14, Chargers6
Quarterback Steve DeBerg shrugged off three
first-half fumbles to team up with Rick Upshaw on a
30-yard scoring pass play in the fourth quarter as
Denver overtook San Diego. The Denver defense
held the high-scoring Chargers to just two field
goals, but San Diego was operating without quarterback Dan Fouts, leading rusher Chuck Muncie and
wide receiver Wes Chandler.
Saints 24, Bucs 21'
Safety Bobby Johnson returned his first NFL interception 70 yards for a touchdown to complete
New Orleans' come-from-behind victory over
winless Tampa Bay. The Bucs had held a 14-0 lead
on James Wilder's two-yard TD run and Jeremiah
Castille's 69-yard interception return.
Steelers 27,Seahawks 21
Franco Harris, Cliff Stoudt and Frank Pollard
scored first-half touchdowns, then Pittsburgh had
to hold off a dramatic second-half Seattle comeback.
Pittsburgh led 24-0 at the half before substitute
quarterback Dave Krieg led the Seahawks' secondhalf resurgence.
Bears 7,Eagles6
Quarterback Vince Evans threw a first-period
touchdown pass to Dennis McKinnon and the
Chicago defense made it stand up as the Bears edged Philadelphia. The Eagles' scores came on Tony
Franklin field goals of 24 and 38 yards.

FOOTBALL SCOREBOARD
College

Professional
National Football League
All Times EDT
American Conference
East
W L T Pct. PT PA
m 146 161
Buffalo
5 3 g
Miami
5 3 0 .02518* 133
Baltimore
4 14 0
00 a
Ke
n
w 114
New England 4
N Y. Jeta
3 5 0
375 167 172
Central
Pittsburgh 6 2 0
750 210 153
Cleveland
4 4 0
506 156 167
Cincinnati
2 6 0
250 136 117
Houston
0 8 0
MO 133 261
West
L.A.Raiders 6 2 0
750 221 170
5 3 0
Denver
625 126 123
*kettle
4 1 0
500 185 185
Kansas City 4 4 0
300150 133
San Diego
3 5 0
275 197 225
National Conference
East
7 1 0 .175 253 175
Dallas
Washingbin 6 2 0
730367 167
Philadelphia 4 4 0
500 117 145
N.Y. Glantz 2 5 0
206126 156
St. Louis
2 5 0 'ssac I

Hein takes first
in MSU Invitational
cross country meet
Rain forced the Murray
State cross country invitational meet to move
from the Miller Golf
Course to the Calloway
County High course,
Saturday, but the course
change didn't slow Lady
Racer Kathy Hein.
The fleet-footed Hein
outdistanced a trio of Illinois University runners
to capture first place with
an 18:33 time.
She defeated Michelle
Vogel, her closest opponent, by 18 seconds.
Hem's individual effort
wasn't enough to nullify
the Illini pack, however,
as the Lady Racers took
second place behind Illinois, 21-57. Austin
Peay's women placed
third with 81 points,
Vanderbilt was fourth
with 90, Evansville
scored 129 and Kentucky
competed with an incomplete team.
Also scoring for. the
Lady Racers were Mary
Hanke, Val Caraotta,
Gayle Peterson and
Kathy Kropke.
In the men's competition, the Racers (64)
finished third behind Illinois (18) and Kentucky
(54). Vanderbilt was
fourth with 112, Tennessee State had 165, UTMartin had 170 and
Austin Peay competed
with an incomplete team.
William Jordan finished first among the Racers
with a 9th place effort
followed by teammate
scorers Jeff Stipp (10th),
Damon Geiger (14th),
Lance Winders (15th),
and Mike Leveronne
(16th).
The next meet for both
the Racers and Lady
Racers is the Ohio Valley
Conference championships at Akron, Ohio,
Saturday.

Coach Tom Landry said of the Raiders game."But
you know the winning streak isn't going on forever.
You can't worry about this one any more. It was a
great game. We just didn't make the plays at the
end."
Bahr's game-winning kick was set up when Ted
Watts intercepted a Danny White pass at the
Raiders 12 and returned it 13 yards late in the game.
Wilson then used short passes, including two 18yard completions to wide receiver Dokie Williams,
to move Los Angeles to the Dallas 8.
"It was good all the way," Bahr said of his winning three-pointer.
Falcons 27,Jets 21
Mick Luckhurst booted two field goals in the final
3:42 as Atlanta, down 21-0 late in the third period,
exploded in the final 16 minutes to down New York.
Billy "White Shoes" Johnson caught a TI) pass
from Steve Bartkowski and sped 71 yards with a
punt return for another score. The other Falcon TD
came on a 25-yard pass from Bartkowski to William
Andrews.
Redsbins 38, Lions 17
Rookie Reggie Evans, subbing for injured John
Riggins, scored three touchdowns and Joe
Washington rushed for 147 yards to lead
Washington over Detroit. Evans scored on runs of 2,
2 and 1 yards.
Washington, who rushed 22 times, also scored on
an 8-yard pass from Joe Theismann, who completed
15 of 23 passes for 247 yards and two scores. His

Central
6 2 0
4 4 0
3 5 0
3 5 0
0 8 0
West
San
LA FRalw
rixsco 6
5 3
2 0
Minnesota
Green Bay
Detroit
Chicago
Tampa Bay

750
500
375
375
MO

114
226
164
153
129

114
233
171
160
210

635
750 243 157
167 170
New Orleans 5 3 0 125 182 176
Atlanta
3 5 0
375172 166
Sunday's Games
Kansas City 13, Houston 10. OT
Minnesota 20, Green Bay 17. OT
Atlanta 27, New York Jets 21
Chicago 7, Philadelphia 6
New England 31, Buffalo 0
Cincinnati n.Cleveland 21
Washington 36 Detroit 17
Miami 21, Baltimore 7
Pittsburgh 27,Seattle 21
Denver 14, San Diego 6
San Francisco 45, Loa Angeles Rams
35
New Orleans 24, Tampa Bay 21
Lou Angeles Raiders 40, Dallas 38
Monday's Game
New York Giants at St Louis, 9 p.m.

EAST
Lehigh 13, Army 12
Maryland 38, Duke 3
Massachusetts 24, Boston U 21
Penn St, 41, W Virginia 23
Pittsburgh 21, Navy 14
Slippery Rock 17, Lock Haven Si 0
Temple 73, Delaware 16
SOUTH
Auburn 26, Mississippi St. 13
Clemson 77, N. Carolina St 17
Florida 24, E. Carob/us 17
Georgia 47, Kentucky 21
LSU M.S C.arolirui 6
Mississippi 21, Vanderbilt 14
Rutgers 35, William & Mary ze
SW Louisiana 31, Lamar 6
Tennessee 37, Georgia Tech 3
Tubule 14, S. Mississippi 7
Virginia Tech 38, Richmond 0
Wake Forest 38, Virginia 34
MIDWEST
Ball St. 24,6* Michigan 20
Illinois 35, Purdue 21
Miami. Fla. 17, Cincinnati 7
Miami, Ohio 12, Cent. Michigan
Michigan 16, Iowa 13
Missouri 31, Kansas St. 0
Nebraska 69, Colorado 19

Northwestern 19, Minnesota 8
Notre Dame 77, Southern Cal 6
Oluo St. 21, Michigan St 11
Oklahoma St. 27. Kansas 10
Toledo 37, E. Michigan 19
Wichita St. 31,W Texas St 30
Wisconsin 45, Indiana 14
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 24, Houston 3
Baylor 56, Texas Christian 21
Colorado S131, Texas-El Paso 15
Oklahoma 49, lowa St. 11
Texas 15, Southern Meth. 12
Texas-Arlington 26, New Mexico St
Texas A&M 29, Rice It
Tulsa 59, Texas Tech 20
FAR WEST
Air Force 33, Utah 31
Brigham Young 47,San Diego St 12
Fullerton St 111, Fresno St 17
Nev -Las Vegas M. Utah St.. 10
Pacific U. M,N Arizona 14
San Jour St. 18, Long Beach St 9
Stanford 31, Arizona 22
UCLA M.California 16
Washington 32, Oregon 3
Washington St 31, Arizona St 21
Wyoming 49. Colgate 29
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WATCH OUT MURRAY
We're Your Leader In Automotive Tires and Service and We Plan
To Be Your Leader in Televisions and Major Appliances As Well

LOW
LEADER OF THE PACK- Murray State's Kathy Hein has a substantial lead
during the MSU Invitational Cross Country Meet which was moved to the
Calloway County High course because of rain Saturday. Hein placed first individually for the Lady Racers.
Staff photo by Mike Prusinski

Dixon, Waitz win NY Marathon
NEW YORK (AP) - The imperturbable her closest competitors
New Zealand's Rod Dix- Waitz, meanwhile, a near the eight-mile mark
on, fighting off leg former school teacher in and breezed to victory in
cramps and a sore Oslo, pulled away from 2:27:00.
hamstring, wore down
first-time marathoner
Geoff Smith of Britain
and won the New York City Marathon in dramatic
fashion Sunday - the
first foreigner to capture
the prestigious event in
the race's 14-year
history.
Norway's Grete Waitz,
meanwhile, continued
TIME TO DO YOUR
her domination of the
DRIVEWAYS
women's competition,
winning for the second
We Will Be Shutting Down For The
year in a row and the fifth
Season Nov. 10th.
time in the past six years.
If You Have Your
Dixon, in only his second marathon, was timDriveway Done
ed in 2 hours, 8 minutes,
(Between
Oct. 25th and
Call
59 seconds - the 10thNov.
5th
/
Now
fastest in history - and
A
\
For
""•-.
nine seconds ahead of the
•
Free
weary Smith, who led
Off Normal Price
Estimate
from just past the 15-mile
mark until the finalWest Ky.
753-8163
quarter mile in the gruellAsphalt Co. Inc.'
ing race run in a steady
304 N. 12th
drizzle.

LOW
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

t

5

This convection style heater, with its
powerful 18 000 BTU heat output, is
perfect for heating large areas. Pull
featured with battery ignition, safety
shut-oft, and fuel gouge. Bums up to
17 hours per 2 gallon tank filling.
Completely portable - no installation
required. Siphon Pump included for
easy filling!

Franklin's 1200 OMS serves your business
with two computers in one.
Now you can have an office management
system that runs both CP M and Apple corn.
pattble programs That means rnore than 21 000
software packages are available for your bus,.
ness As you need them But just for openers
Franklin s OMS includes •
• ACE 1200 OMS personal computer
• WordStar • word processing
• MailMerge • file merging
• ACECalc'spreadsheet analysis
• Welcome program
• BASIC and CBASIC
• Serial parallel interface
• 80-column display

2445

Monitor Included

MOW

FranjeComputer
lidii
Let ,..ourself be tempted

A gift that saves money (utility cost), looks so
elegant, and so comfortable - what could be
more sensible?

HT11•93

This clean burning, completely safe, 9800 BTU radiant
style heater operates up to 18 hrs on one 1.2 gallons
tank filling Completely portable with inset handles.
enables you to heat only the area desired No
installation required Siphon Pump included

6995

HSC-180

AND $1 1995 HTR-95

PRICES START AT$99
95

COME SEE THE
REMARKABLE NEW
REMOTE CONTROL
HALLMARK CEILING FAN

...tuasair

WE ARE ALSO PROUD TO gr-st
BE YOUR DEALER FOR
QUASAR T.V.'s AND
,aistOSTEREO's AND iitaZ:
,
WHIRLPOOL APPLIANCES.

cow----

Whirlpool

AND YOU CAN USE RUDOLPHS E-Z CREDIT
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH GOODYEAR SILVER CARD

RUDOLPH TIRES

Stop In today

10:00-5:30
Mon.-Sat.

Olympic Plaza

Frankttn ACE ancl ACECalc are trademarkyot r5n0n
My a registered trariernie• DI U•qtai
Re10140,WIC AOC* is a tegostered It'arierr‘arlt 0I Apple Connote' in, WordStat and 6kadmerde are reotaterpa trademarks ot
tAcroPro

753-0595

Ali:nlindient

S. 12th Murray, Ky.

Business k Good! We Have A Winning

Team, Quality, Quantity, and Pricer

1

rePliable.
•
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•
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• Beaublul Finishes sus h a,
Brass and Whee, !Italic and
Brown. Arum:we Brass Polkshed &nib
• Reversible and Vanabit Speed lor year round use
• Wicker Blades FREI on some models
• All en:L.' els are light adaptable and NW wired Ice
easy
initektion

ONLY $1

Double helping.

Christmas Gift?
t

ENERGY SAVER!
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Administration points accusatory finger atIran concerning massacre
WASHINGTON(AP) —
The Reagan administration is pointing an uncertain, accusatory finger at
Iran — or at least Iranians — in the massacre
of the American Marines
and sailors in Lebanon.
But there was also
speculation in this angry
government Sunday that
Syria, a roadblock to the
U.S. peace effort in the
Middle East, may have
played a behind-thescenes role.
Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger
declared on the CBS program "Face the Nation"
that,"There is a lot of circumstantial evidence.

Much of that points in the
direction of Iran."
A senior official at the
White House went further
still, saying at day's end
there was "very strong
circumstantial evidence,
and bits and pieces of
hard evidence" against
Iran.
Some of that evidence
apparently was provided
by intelligence sources,
and, according to
Weinberger, it extended
also to the bombing of the
U.S. Embassy in Beirut
that killed 17 Americans
last April in a suicide attack.
Iran denied any involvement in the attack.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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ACROSS
1 Sum up
4 Rent
9 Nod
12 Falsehood
13 Get up
14 Exist
15 Word of
warning
17 Tangled
19 Broad
21 French article
22 Aigomman
Indian
25 Man's name
27 Persian fairy
31 Soak
32 Strewn
34 Hebrew
month
35 Deposit
36 Pedal digit
37 Hebrew letter
38 Flourished
41 Chinese
pagoda
42 Portico
43 Noise
44 Bucolic
45 Sun god
47 Stupefy
49 Stick to
53 Sent forth
57 Brown kiwi
58 Animated
60 Stalemate
61 Spread for
drying
62 Boundaries
63 Sea eagle

distance
measure
7 Doctrine
8 River duck
9 Flying
mammal
10 Native metal
11 Marry
16 Solemn
wonder
18 Indian tent
20 Period
Whine
22 Unrefined.
23 Contradict
24 Latin
coniunction
26 Courteous
28 Teutonic
deity
29 Recompense
30 Standard of
excellence
32 Diocese
33 Bushy slump
35 Frighten
39 Prefix with

Aaswer to Previous Puzzle
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40 Underworld
god
41 Football
score abbr
44 Those hold ing office
46 Sea on Asia
48 Employs
49 Skill

0 A
ONTO
TEES

50 Female deer
51 Possessed
52 Man's name
54 Southwestern Indian
55 Goddess of
healing
56 Lair
59 Preposition
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"A Foreign Ministry
spokesman of the Islamic
Republic today denied
any part by Iran in the
bombing of American
and French headquarters
in Beirut..." the official
Islamic Republic News
Agency said in Nicosia,
Cyprus.
"Speaking in response
to charges against the
Islamic Republic by U.S.
Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger, the
spokesman said that
because of its inability to
grasp the resistance of
the Lebanese people
against the multinational
forces, the U.S. was trying to divert world public
opinion by blaming this
or that country for its
repeated setbacks and
justifying its weaknesses
in Lebanon," the agency
said.
The Iranian news agency added that 'political
analysts believe that the
United States is trying to

exploit the Beirut bombing in order to conspire
against the Islamic
revolution and by blaming Iran it would prepare
the ground for a military
crisis in the Persian Gulf
with increased military
presence in the region
along with other foreign
forces."
Once close allies, the
United States and Iran
have been at each others'
throats since the fundamentalist revolution of
the Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini swept the proWest Shah of Iran from
the Peacock throne.
The U.S. Embassy in
Tehran was seized and
Americans held hostage
for 444 days while trade
and other contact between the two countries
subsided virtually to the
vanishing point.
But beyond the immediate question of who
carried out Sunday's attack, beyond the possible

Scoutmaster, scouts
found dead in tent
AFTON, Va.(AP) — A
malfunctioning propane
heater apparently
asphyxiated a Scoutmaster and his two
assistants who were on an
outing with their troop in
the Blue Ridge Mountains, a Boy Scout
spokesman says.
The three, all from all
from Richmond, were
found dead in their tent
around 10 a.m. Sunday at
Royal Orchard, which is
near Skyline Drive, said
James Featherstone, a
spokesman for Boy Scout
Troop 400.
About 60 scouts from
the troop had left Richmond Friday afternoon
for the outing, one of their
semi-monthly campouts,
Featherstone said.
He identified the dead
as Scoutmaster William
R. Babcock, 40, a real

estate developer; Assistant Scoutmaster Harry
B. Grymes, 46, chief executive officer of Sentinel
Savings Bank in
Richlands, and William
C. Wynne, 40, owner of
Wynne Associates, an
advertising firm.
Babcock, a Scoutmaster for 15 years, had
complained of a worsening cold and pain from a
midweek back injury
before going to bed Saturday night, Featherstone
said.
Faced with the prospect of a long night of
drizzle and cold, Babcock
decided to light a propane
heater he had taken with
him on several other expeditions.
Sometime during the
night, the heater's flame
apparently went out but
the gas continued to flow.

During his television Soviets had nothing to do
appearance, Weinberger with the attack. He said
said, "I certainly am they have "a huge
not" convinced that the presence in Syria, and a

involvement of Iran or
even Syria, loomed the
presence of the Soviet
Union.

De Lorean lawyers seek dismissal of case
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Lawyers for John Z. De
Lorean, angered by the
broadcast of explosive
FBI videotapes showing
the automaker's arrest
on cocaine charges, say
the case should be
dismissed because a "circus" of publicity makes a
fair trial impossible.
CBS and its Los
Angeles station, KNXT,
broadcast a total of about
five minutes of previously secret surveillance
tapes on Sunday, following a cburt ruling in the
network's favor despite
the objections of both
defense and prosecution.
The tapes, made Oct.
19, 1982, showed the
automaker lounging
around a hotel room,
discussing his ties to the
Irish Republican Army
and his need for financing
for his failing car company in Northern Ireland,
and declaring "it's good"
when undercover FBI
agents presented him
with a suitcase purportedly containing socaine.
De Lorean is scheduled
to stand trial Nov. 1 on cocaine trafficking
charges. Defense attorneys and the prosecutor had both argued

In court that the broadcast would prejudice
potential jurors.
The segment of tape
shown by both CBS and
KNXT showed the silverhaired De Lorean lounging on a couch in a hotel
guest room with a glass in
hand and talking to a man
sitting across from him.
Another man, identified by CBS as an undercover agent, entered carrying a suitcase, which he
put on a coffee table and
opened.
"This is the other batch
that's going out of here as
soon as we are done," the
man is heard to say. "It'll
generate about four and a
half, not less than four
and a half mu."
De Lorean laughed as
he responded: "It's good
as gold. Gold weighs
more than this."
Then the suitcase was
put out of sight, a champagne cork popped and
De Lorean raised his
glass in a toast.
"Here's to a lot of success to everybody," the
automaker said.
Then another man
entered, identified
himself as an FBI agent
and arrested De Lorean.
"Hi, John. I'm Jerry
West of the FBI," the

COULO N/OU SPARE
MY LUNCH BREAK
IS OVER, 'VE GOT 3 SOME _00SE
?
TO, GET BACK TO
MY JOB

MOGDoNT
5Hoori

UNCLE WALKER,*
WHY 010N'T
/IOU LET ME
'SHOOT THE
TIGER

CHANCE'S
WERE,YOU'D
ONLY WOUND
HIM , REX.

cording to Chief Deputy
Don Humston.
Ashby's cell was one of
several in the jail not
monitered through
closed-circuit television,
according to Humston.
"It's just one of those
unfortunate situations,"
said Humston. "If we
knew he had suicidal
tendencies, then we could
have had him in a cell
with a camera."
Ashby faces 17 felony
charges in Vanderburgh
and Gibson counties. He
faces three February
trials in Vanderburgh
Circuit Court, and a
Jantiary court date in
Gibson Countk.
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Natural gas explosion
destroys buildings,
injures 13 people
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1. Legal Notice

1lega I Notice

WO Notice

NOTICE
COUNTY
PROPERTY TAXES

',IOLA JOB

(-A WOUNDED 716ER IS
THE MOOT DANGEROUG
EAST IN THE JUNGLE.
ID BE FORCED TO POLL
HIM,

EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) — An Evansville
man facing 17 felony
charges from a one-night
crime spree in two counties was in critical condition today at Welborn
Baptist Hospital after apparently attempting
suicide, authorities said.
Aubrey Ashby, 19, was
in the hospital's intensive
care unit under 24-hour
guard. A guard on rourtine cell check found
Ashby hanging by his
shirt about 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
The shirt had been attached to a smoke detector, and Ashby had
jumped from his bed. ac-

usually happen to a major osteoporosis (dissolving metabolic change occurs in
extent.
bones). In these cases addi- older people that affects
I would advise that when tional vitamin D, as well as vitamin D and that this in
you exercise you use a good additional calcium, is com- turn may be why these peosupport bra. In fact, I would monly prescribed.
ple have a problem in
recommend wearing one all Some studies suggest a absorbing calcium.
day long and possibly at
night. The more support the
breast gets the better its
chances for any recovery
that might occur,
Otherwise you might get
some help from a plastic
surgeon who does breast
reconstruction. You could
have a consultation with one
and ask him what is best
considering the condition of
your breasts.
PRINCETON, Ill.(AP) Hospital, said 12 people,
Meanwhile I am sending
you The Health Letter 18-12, — A natural gas explo- suffering niostly from
Breast Basics. Others who sion and fire that injured smoke inhalation and
want this issue can send 75 13 people and destroyed shock, were treated and
cents with a long, stamped, four buildings occurred
self-addressed envelope for just half an hour before released.
Five businesses in four
it to me, in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio nearly 200 moviegoers downtown buildings in
City Station, New York, NY across the street would the community of 7,600
have been walking were destroyed by the
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I toward their cars, of- blast and fire. Several
have read that vitamin D in ficials said.
other nearby businesses
large amounts can be harm- "The potential for this were damaged by smoke
ful. I would appreciate explosion was really and water, Himes said,
knowing the number of bad," said Fire Chief
adding that 250
international units that can
be taken safely on a daily Terry Himes after the firefighters from eight
Sunday night explosion. towns put out the blaze by
basis.
Should vitamin D be taken "There was nobody on 11 p.m.
with calcium in order for the the street at the time.
Although there was no
latter to be most effective? Anyone on the street damage estimate, the
DEAR READER — The would have been killed. cost will likely come to
recommended daily dietary We would still be looking "thousands and
allowance (RDA)for most is (for bodies)."
thousands of dollars,"
about 400 units. That is
Thirteen people were said Duane Quiram,
equivalent to 10 micrograms. It is a potentially hurt when an accumula- Princeton's commisharmful substance if taken tion of natural gag ex- sioner of health and safein excess. Most authorities ploded inside a biakery ty.
feel that the total intake around 8:30 p.m., hi said.
Himes attributed the
should be limited to only However, most of the in- explosion to a natural gas
four or five times the RDA if juries were minor, and accumulation. "We don't
you want to avoid vitamin D only one person with a know why or how, but it
toxicity.
The exception_is_ the minor back injury was has been shut off," he
said, adding that there
patient who has poor calci- admitted to the hospital.
Barry Schultz, director had been no reports of a
um absorption, which may
be a factor in middle-aged of employee relations at gas smell before the
or older women who have Perry Memorial blast.
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I THOu6HT YOU
WERE GOING TO

Man faces felony charges

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
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De Lorean attorney
Howard Weitzman, who
said he does not know
who released the tape,
warned that its broadcast
would "unleash a circus
unprecedented in court
history."
Weitzman said the tape
showing De Lorean's arrest "is totally out of context.'' But he
acknowledged it was the
tape made by FBI agents
when De Lorean was
taken into custody at a
Los Angeles airport hotel.

Breast firmness

• un

ttcj

agent said. "You're
under arrest for narcotics
smuggling violations...."
DeLorean responded,
"I'don't understand." He
was then handcuffed and
read tiis rights.
"If there is a fair
result, there will be no
John De Lorean trial,"
attorney Donald Re said
Sunday after CBS won the
court battle. over the
tapes. Re said the
charges against De
Lorean should be
dismissed.
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HEALTH

DEAR DR. LAMB — At
age 18 I weighed 260 pounds.
Now at age 30 I weigh 175
pounds. These pounds have
been lost gradually over the
years, but I lost -40 at one
time. With the weight loss I
got lots of exercise in the
line of sports — softball,
golf, tennis, biking, volleyAROUND
WITH
YOU
1M TANKING OF TAKING
I'LL ADMIT MY MOTIVE
I DONT 5UPPO5E YOU'VE
ball and lots of walking. I'm
I PONT THINK I'D
A LITTLE TRIP AND
15 A BIT 5ELFi91
DONE MUCH TRAVELiN6
5 feet 10 inches tall a'nd have
EVER
GET
MUGGED!
WAS WONDERING IF YOU D
AAVE YOU?
large bones.
CARE TO 60 ALONE.,
However, during my
weight loss my breasts have
become super saggy. There
seems to be no support left. I
am a rather large-busted
woman and would like to
=
redevelop some support if
rc - 2'I
possible. Are there any exercises
one could do? Any
THINK
I
I
7-- BUT, NANCY,
information would be appreLEARNED THAT
DON'T YOU THINK
ciated.
I RATE
YOU LEARNED
DEAR READER — A
HOMEWORK!
SOMETHING
large portion of the normal
BY DOING
non-lactating breast is fat
IT?
tissue. When a person loses
lots of fat it is common to
lose fat from the breasts as
well. That will lead to sagging. It is not a lot different
from the sagging that follows nursing or pregnancy
when the breasts are distended
and ready to give
CAN
I
OKAY,
HERE
I'M
HELLO, FOLKS.
milk.
TAKE A HINT.
TO ENTERTAIN YOU!ARE_
WI-I0 NEEDS YOU
The firmness of the breast
YOU GLAD TO SEE ME ?...
ANYWAY?
WELL,ARE YOU ?
is dependent upon its content
— fat or milk — and the
strength of the supporting
tissues. That means the multiple ligaments inside the
breasts are like fine tendons.
The skin itself will stretch as
needed.
But like the face when
there is more skin than
underlying strtitture, sagg_ cAn VAV45
"
ing occurs. And there are no
N THE BEGINNING WA..f., exercises that really help
BETTER RELAX YOUR
THE WOR17..." eliminate the sag. You can
GRIP, Ti-415 MAY TAKE
- build up the muscles behind
A LITTLE TIME
the breast and improve your
posture. but the breast itself
still sags. The trick is to get
the tendons inside the breast
to shorten and that doesn't

DOWN
1Priests
vestment
2 Expire
3 Condensed
moisture
4 Hindu sash
5 Forecast
6 Chinese

growing presence, a
presence I think Syria
will come to regret — if
they haven't already."

IN ORDER TO GET A 2% DISCOUNT,
CALLOWAY COUNTY PROPERTY TAXES
MUST BE PAID ON OR BEFORE NOV 1. IF
YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED YOUR BILL,
,
PLEASE CHECK WITH THE SHERIFF'S
OFFICE. THE OFFICE IS OPEN MON.FRI.,8 A.M.TO 5 P.M.
DAVID BALENTINE
SHERIFF

INE 61409T NiA40 n4LK6.
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1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

I, Tonya M Bynum, will •
•
no longer be responsible • Environmental
•
for any debts other than •Portraits at scenic e
my own as of Oct. 24, •locations
•
1983.
• CARTER STUDIO •
•
•
2. Notice
300 MAIN /53-5295•

ammmalatommor
VHS MOVIE SPECIAL

ANY TWO

HORROR FILMS
ONLY

5. Lost and Found

$500
New Tin Mailmen

CLASSIC FILMS
lusl

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 3r1

Camper
Top to fit Long
Wheel Pick -Up
Truck.
Call 753.1265.

753-3621

Jim Salter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick
Attention Farmers!
Disaster loan applications completed.
Call C.A.S., 388-2017 or
3131 9306

Have 5 minutes?
Coll 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.

WATERBEDS
Your complete
source.

Crass
Furniture
103 S. 3rd
753-3621
Reduce safe & fast wittf
GoBese Capsules &
E Vap "water pills"
Holland Drug.

CLOSE OUT
FALL PAINT
SALE
Brighten your walls
before winter. Flat
Latex reg. $10, Sole
$7.95. Latex Enamel,
rig $12, Sale $9.95.
Items in stock only at
these prices.
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
104 Maple 753-3161
Layaway for
Christmas before the
prices go up.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th
753-5865

Lost Shiloh4tin Cleave
area. 600 lbs. thin brown
white face steer.
753-0672.

6. Help WantedA 5 SEMBLY
WORKERS. Light assembly work from your
home. Excellent income
opportunity for
housewives, etc. Start
immediately. Call
Maggie at 312-969-8686.
Also open evenings.
ifogents Wanted, No
ielling. No capital or
experience Needed. 12,
000 per month plus. For
information send stamp
to Bible Cassette Co. 50
Park PL Dept. 1240
Newark N.J. 07102.
Avon Now! Avon Wow!
For service or work.
Call 753-0232 anytime.
Doctor's Office Receptionist! Part time,
start minimum wage,
no eisperience necessary. Call 753-0666,
M.-W.-F.9-5.
Electrical Help, experienced electrical
distributer. Voltages up
to 12 K.V. Send work
history and phone
number to P.O. Box
1040-Z Murray Ky 42071.
RN or LPN position
available. Full time for
the 11-7 shift. Working
Mon. through Fri. with
every weekend off.
Excellent salary and
benefits. Persons interested should apply in
person at Care Inn, 4th
and Indiana, Mayfield,
Ky. or call 247-0200.

Used Building
Materials
Doors, crown
moldings, mantles,
plumbing/fixtures,
hardwood flooring,
light fixtures, air conditioners, gas range,
etc. May be examined
at 702 & 704 Main
Street on Wednesday,
October 26 from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. only.
For information: 7591965 or 759-1552.

15. Articles for Sale
1 1 x 1 2 Jute backed
brown sculpture shag
carpet, excellent condi
tion, $AO. 753-2698.
1-26 inch, 10 speed bike,
$65. 2-220 electric
heaters, $40 each. 7599335-

Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
394.50 Yesterday
Opened Today 395.50 Opened Today
Up
1.00 Up

GOLD 8 SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

9.56
9.58
.02

We buy Gold Silver
and Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Doily
12-5 Sunday.

TLC
We professionally clean everything with

TENDER LOVING CARE
Regular MAID service plus we professionally clean
Carpets, wash Windows. Walls, etc. Strip & Wax
Floors
We Cater Parties and have Special Services for Sr
Citizen,

LOCAL, MATURE,DEPENDABLE
759-9754

Oak and Hickory
firewood, delivered $25.
a rick. Call 759-1145
after 4pm.
Oregon saw chain, 34"
pitch for 16" bar, $7.99;
20", $8.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Seasoned hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered. Min.
order-2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753.0338.
Water Heaters. Electric, round glass lined
tanks, 5 year guarantee,
double heating element,
30 gallon, $109.99; 40
gallon, $114.99; 50
gallon, $139.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.

16. Home Furnishings

20. Sports Equipment

5 to 10 acres of land
between Murray and
Almo close to Hwy. 641.
753-9400.
We are still buying used
air conditioners. Call
753-9104.
Young couple wants to
buy immediately a 2 or
3 bedroom home in city.
Must not exceed 1400 sq.
ft. Priced ,less than
$35,000. Must past FHA
qualifications. Call 753
0889 after 5p.m

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES

Compliments of:

24. Miscellaneous

Air Compressors:
Manufacturer has an
overstock of brand new
Industrial grade 5 H.P.
single phase, 60 gallon
tank, twin cylinder,
quick air recovery, all
cast iron, industrial V
pump. Selling to the
public for $795 (plus
freight). Suggested retail $1,895. 21.42 C.F.M.
displacement at
maximum R.P.M.
working pressure. 150
P.S. I . 18 month
warranty. Limited
supply. Call
812-284-0274. Power Air
Mfg. Co., /425 Hwy.
31E, Clarksville, Ind.
Chimneys. All fuel.
Triple wall pipe,
6''x36'', $27.99; installation kit, $37.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
Little boys toys, board
games, baby's hamper
and matching waste
basket, Odyssey and 6
game cartridges. Call
753-0107 before noon or
after 6:00.
Nice large metal office
desk, $165. Nice metal
office desk, $145. Nite
wood office desk, $125.
Large metal folding
tables with adjustable
legs, $35 each. Old wood
dining room set with 5
chairs, $65. Electric
wall heaters, $10 each.
Typewriters, $12 to $20.
Wood library table, $65.
753-1566.
Royal typewriter, desk
type, orginal ribbon,
been used very little,
$75. Call 753-0.402.
Stove Boards. Heavy
lined. 28"x32", $8.99;
3 2"x 3 8",
1 1 . 99;
36"x52", $17.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.

Good washer and dryer,
$175. Portable dishwasher, needs work,
$50. 759-1657.
-Large capacity white
Kenmore natural gas
dryer, auto ignition.
489-2352.
Oak antique bed, 6 ft:
tall, full size beautifully
hand' carved head and
9. Situation Wanted
foot board. Chest of
drawers, cherry wood
Responsible mother with
veneer finish. Tilt
would like to babysit
• mirrow barber stand sits
yrs. and up in my home.
on top. $1,300 for both.
759-1972 anytime.
Call between 6 and
M. Business Opportunity 9p.m. 362-8319.
Side by side refrigera1,200 Square Feet, tor, 19 ft. Cold Spot, 5
located in Southside yrs. old, excellent conShopping Center. Call dition with ice maker,
Mason Th-omas, $400' and Small AmAna
753-6612.
chest freezer. Call 7599338.
11. Instruction
:Used furniture and
Learn to ride safely and appliances.
Reasonably
efficiently. Summerset priced. 208
West North,
Farms Riding Academy Mayfield,
Ky. Mon.-Fri.
located in Murray. Fine
horses quality instruc- Used refrigerators for
tion At all levels and sale. Dill Electric. 753ages. Adult evening 9104.
classes now available,
boarding lessons, train- 17. Vacuum Cleaners
q'ig, tack and sales. Authorized Electrolux
ndoor and outdoor Sales and Service. We
riding at affordable service all makes of
rates. Call 753-8573 or vacuum cleaners. 753759-1869.
3639 or 443 6469.
Tutoring all subjects.
Remedial and enrich- 19. Farm Equipment
ment. Experienced,
professional educator 4 Round row hay trailer,
who has worked with combine trailer and
students of all ages- pre feeder, also combine
school, elementary, header trailers. 1-886secondary and adults. 6029, Hopkinsville, after
6p.m.
Call 753-0294.

14. Want to Buy
REMOVAL SALE

15. Articles for Sale

FREE ESTIMATES

759-1834

Savage model 110, 7mm
Mag. Weaver K-6 scope,
good condition. 489-2813.

22. Musical
.4

For Sale
Spinet-Console
Piano Bargain
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over low
monthly payments on
spinet piano. Con be
seen locally. Write
Credit Manager: P.O.
Box 537 Shelbyville, IN
46176

For sale Sanyo Phono
turntable without car
tridge, 1020 model, good
condition, $75. Call 759
9567 after 4p.m. •
Private guitar lessons
for beginners and ad
vanced. Chucks Music.
753 3682.

24. Miscellaneous
55 gal. Trash Drums.
Thornton Tile and
Marble, 612 5. 9th. Call
753-5719.
Bar and chain oil„
gallons, $2.99. Wallin'
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Clean us on schoott desk,
$1.50 each while they
last. Paris Landing
Country Store, 171 to the
helicopter. 901-642-8119.
Firewood for sale, $25
per rick, delivered. Call
492-8460 or 435-4195.
Firewood for sale.
Custom cut to order.
Days, 753-3476. Nights,
436-2778.
Glidden Latex wall and
ceiling paint. $5.99
gallon or $21.99 for 5
gallon can. You can get
this at Black's Decorat
ing Center. 701 South
4th. Call 753-0839.

Mir 31E"'X IC111
38. Pets-Supplies

46 Homes for Sale.

AKC German Shepherd
puppies, 60 champions
in 5 generations. Also
guard dogs_ Call 5542153

Reduced: Quality 4 BR
home in Gatesborough.
2600 square feet on
approximately 3/4 acre
lot. By owner. In 70's.
Call 759-1303.
See this beautifully
maintained older home
with over an acre lot
inside the city limits.
There are 4 bedroom,
21/2 baths, central gas
heat, fireplace, storage
space galore and a nice
screened patio. Price
just reduced $8,400.
KOPPERyD REALTY,
753-1222.

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

1969 Dodge Pickup, '79
318 e^2ine, good condition. 753 9 1 8 1 or
753-8124.
1977 F-250 Super Cab
Auto
With a 400 motor, air,
43. Real Estate
Service
p.b., p.s., $2,400. 7537605.
STR T
We service your car
1978 Ford Van, air
REALTY
your convewleocu.
at
condition, p.s., p.b ,
Ken Lake Appliance
Reasonable rates.
custom wheels, partly
Service on all major
We Ala Millowt 15341143
customized cabinets.
Certified Metbassiss.
appliances. Wards,
Worn Winn
753-50111
S2,850..174-2209.
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Call 759-1672 or
1.01. Ramo 134-5474
Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
1980 Datsun, pickup,
1911 Col‘riortor Rood
753-7354 Wyman 8and all others. 205 S. 5th
automatic transmisMerrey, keetotity 42071
5.
753-8505.
sion, 30,000 miles. See
1502)73-0156
Brandon Dill at Dill
Anytime
Electric. No Phone calls Concrete -Block and
1011. K1N11014
please.
brick work Large or
Seeker
1981 International small jobs, garages,
47. Motorcycles
Ucessmi & Beaded
Cab over truck, 400 basements, foundations
1976 CR 125, Excellent cummins, 13 speed,
27. Mobile Home Sales
and chimneys. 753-54176.
condition. Call 753-9131.
excellent condition. GENERAL HOME
12x50 Trailer in good
1981 Silver Wing Inters- Phone (502) 354-8810,
REPAIR. 15 years excondition. 492-8215.
CHIN CNIM
tate, 2600 miles
1982 Chevrolet 5-10, V-6 perience. Carpentry,
12x70 Shultz mobile
437-4171.
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Pickup, extra nice, low concrete, plumbing,
home, 2 bedroom,
mileage. Call day, 489- roofing, sliding. NO
Appointments mode
Call now and seem
48. Auto Services
partly furnished! 5272133 or night, 489-2769.
SMALL.
Free
TO
JOB
for
your
convenience.
an
appointment
7998.
Car Batteries. 24 Series, 1982 S-15 Pickup, p.s., estimates. Days 753-6973,
Fell time soles 36
1973 Atlanta 12 x 60,
ights
month guarantee, p.b., air, tilt, AM-FM. n
excellent condition, 2
associates evening $29.99 exchange; 60 437-4171.
474-2276.
bedroom, large living
month guarantee, $39.99
phones.
room and bath. Stove
AMU McCarty . . 753-1249 exchange. 27 Series, 36 51. Campers
and refrigerator. Call
month guarantee, $34.99
Will do plumbing, heatTheresa keight . . 753-1718 exchange; 60 month 24 ft. Travel Trailer, Will haul white rock, ing,
437-4566.
air conditioning,
excellent condition, air
send, lime, rip rap and
guarantee, $44.99 ex
1978 14x00 Liberty, 3
*Ice Betswerth . . 1S3hauling, carpentry. 753conditioner and awning
masonary
coal.
sand,
change.
BR, separate. dining
Wallin
Hard
Guy Seam
2211 or 753-9600
753-1917 ware, Paris, Tn.
492-8580
rm., washer and dryer,
Call Roger Hudson,
Ana Reflarth
753-2477 Import Auto Salvage, 52. Boats-Mot
central air, terms
ors
753-4545 or 753Louise Baker
753-2409 new and used parts.
negotible, excellent
Early Bird
6763.
14
ft
Fishing
condition. 759-4187.
boat,
40
lames Crete . 753-6391 This month special,
Discount 10
5 Plus acres back off
Datsun water pump hp, Johnson, trolling
Preetice Own
753-5725111 with
Roof Problems?
road, new furnished
built-on clutch fan. motor and depth finder. L EE'S CARPET
Pointer full blooded
$48 new. 474-2325.
mobile home, half
pups. Days, call 753-2252' CLEANING. Murray's
basement, new well, 45. Farms for Sale
New batteries, $24.95
only professional Car
nevi •septic. Call By owner, Paris with exchange. All cars. or nights, 753-6132.
pet Cleaning Company
•04-2718.
Landing-Ky. Lake, 11.2 Morgan's, 2 miles east 53. Services Offered
with over 12 years
Bargain reppsSess, ex- acres. Terms available. Hwy.94. 753-2703.
continuous local service
Get a second opinion.
tended attractive living Call 901-642-0880 or 502using the most powerful
Murray
Free Estimates. Ex49. Used Cars
section, 2 bedrooms, air 753-7668. Night 753-2394.
cleaning system made
Poring Co.
cellent references.
conditioned, patio Frame house with 98 1956 Red
Hundreds
of
satisfied
Chevrolet car.
Spociolzing in on types of
cover, extras. $2,700 or acres, 85 open land, 70 Call 753-0107
repeat customers
Coll
before
osphoft poring, grading and
best cash offer. 753-2970. under fence, 50 per- noon or after
Licensed and Insured
6p.m.
Hugh Outland
excavating. Fro* estimates
Great for lake, starter manent pasture, 15
We move the furniture
1964 Chevrolet. 1975
759-1718 759-1135
home or rental.
Us. 753-0111
free. Free estimates, 24
acres under hog fence,
Mercury Wagon. 753Res. 436-5571
hour service, 753-5827.
Mobile home, 8x10, pole barn, good tobacco 3248 after 5:30p.m.
Need work on your
complete kitchen and barn with 2 3/10 tobacco
trees? Topping, prunbath, gas furnace. Ideal base. Black top rd. Will 1974 Mustang II, $1,000 APPLIANCE SERing, shaping, complete
for lake cottage, $1,600. sell 2 with the building o.n.o. Call 753-1430 days, VICE, Kenmore,
Aluminum and Vinyl
removal and more. Call
Westinghouse,
Also wooded lot which or 1/2 without building. 489-2282 after 7p.m.
Aluminum
BOVER'S TREE
1974 Oldsmobile Luxury Whirlpool 21 years ,siding and
can be purchased 901-247-3914.
SERVICE for Protrim for all houses. It
separately located near Go west and find the 5 Sedan, new tires, low experience. Parts and
fessional .tree -care.
Ky. Lake with lake acre mini farm that you mileage. See at 605 Service. Bobby Hopper
stops pointing.
753-0338.
Main,
Bob's
Appliance
Boone's
Seraccess. Borders on have been searching
Jack Glover
vice 202 S. 5th St.
Jonathan Creek Baptist for. It offers you a Cleaners.
753-1873
Camp ground. $5,500. beautiful setting with 1976 Cadillac Deville, 753-4872, 753-8886 •
Call 354-8469.
it's big oak trees, older excellent condition, or (home)
INTERIOR
ROOM TO STRETCH country home and barn will trade for pickup
Fire Wood. Seasoned
Mobile Home Anchors, oak, tree trimming and ,EXTERIOR
and get in touch with the for your horses. Come truck of equal value.
earth but not far from to view by calling Call 436-2262.
removing hedges and
underpinning, roofs
PAINTING
town. This 16 acres m/1 Kopperud Realty at 1976 Pinto, 4 speed,
shrubs. Free estimates.
aluminum
sealed,
753-1222.
and older mobile home
excellent condition. 753753-5476.
patio awnings, single
is easily assessible to
9181 or 753-8124.
WALLPAPERING
46.
Homes
for
Sale
town. Approximately
and double carports.
1976 yellow Monte
3/4 of the land is 3 Bedroom frame home Carlo, new paint job,
Alumina Service Co.
JACK GLOVER
JIM DAY
tendable with a pond
built in 1973. Central good tires, runs good, a
Minium and vievl
753-1873
and creek. Partially heat and air, well real sharp car. Take
Painting
sillier. Custom trim wadi.
fenced and ready for insulated, 2 bay body over payments. Call
Asphalt driveways and
Refereoces. Call Will Ed
you. Contact CEN- shop with 220 wiring, 1 1/2 after 5p.m. 753-7393.
753-3716
parking lots sealed by
TURY -21 Loretta Jobs, acres, located near
153-4119.
esfree
1978
Sears.
For
Volkswagen
Realtors and get ready Squire -Potts Road.
* FREEESTmATEs
Schirocco, excellent timates call 753-2310
for quiet living.
Priced low for quick condition, air, AM-FM
sale at 525,5110. Call stereo, cassette and
28. Mobile Home Rentals KOPPERUD
REALTY equalizer. 753-9682
Nice 2 bedroom mobile today for an appoint- 1978 beige Chevrolet
home, large lot, small ment.753-1222.
Caprice Landau, 51,000
court, $90. 753-8216 after CITY BOUND - miles, extra clean,
Broeringmeyer
By
COUNTRY HOME. If loaded, $4,650. 753-6984.
5.
Health Awareness Center
.you can't make up your 1979
El Camino Con
29. Heating-Cooling
mind where to live, why
quista, p.s., p.b., cruise,
AUTO ACCIDENTS
not enjoy both. Just
AM/FM radio, $4,100.
Four Stack 4000 watt,
minutes from town via
When another vehicle slams into exam right after the accident to
Call 753-6520.
portable, electri'.c
Hwy. 641, this older
your auto, your car may be reveal any latent or gross injuries
heaters, $49.99. Wallin
home and six acres will 1982 Chevrolet Cavalier
wrecked, but the damage can be that may not be felt for hours,
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
make you feel you're 2 dr. Couple, air,
far worse to your body, especially months or even years. Prompt
Franklin Wood Stove, out in the country. speed, AM-FM, 40,000
to your delicate spine. Immediate chiropractic treatment to this
good condition, $80. Plenty of shade trees to actual miles. 436-2398.
chiropractic examination can de- type of trauma will help you
After 5p.m. 753-5808.
sit under or sit on the Rear end for a Chevy
termine the extent of your injury. avoid the painfully serious reacfront porch and relax car, good condition, $65.
30. Business Rentals
There could be hyperflexion (in- tions that often develop later on.
and watch the world go 753-1440 anytime.
creased forward motion), hyperby. Come and let us
extension (increased backward Brought to you as a community
show you how you can 50. Used Trucks
Mini
enjoy city
motion), injury to your cervical service by
country 1970 Ford Pickup, air
Broeringmeyer
Warehouse
living. Phone 753-1492
spine or lower back.
(neck)
4 miles East Hwy 94
and power, clean, good
CENTURY 21 Loretta condition, $1,395. 1972
Storage Space
Problem: many injuries are not
Murray,Ky.42071
Jobs, Realtors.
felt immediately. Later, there may
Chevrlet Impala, air
Phone (502) 753-2962
For Rent
Immaculate 3 bedroom and power, good transbe headaches, dizziness, nausea,
Out of State 1-800-626-33865
75314758
home, newly decorated portation, $550. 14 ft.
visual disturbances, stiffness, neuHours 8 A.M.-5 P.M.
on large corner lot near alum. boat, motor and
ralgia. Solution: a chiropractic
Monday Thru Friday
4hopping grocerys etc. trailer, $500. 489-2595.
32. Apts. For Rent
electric heat, air conditioner, range and
1 or 2 BR apt, near
refrigerator included.
downtown, very nice.
Low 30's. Kopperud
Call 753-4109, 762-6650,
Realty 753-1222.
436-2844.
JUST A HOP - SKIP 1 BR basement apt.,
AND A JUMP to the
furnished or ununiversity campus.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
furnished. HBO and
That's just what it will
utilities included. 1
And Save For A Handy Reference)
take when you're living
block from college. 1625
in this recently listed
Hamilton. See anytime.
home. Presently being
Small furnished apt. used as two separate
$90. Private, married apartments, it can
couple or single lady, no easily be converted
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
children, no pets. See at back to a single family
407 S. 8th Street.
dwelling. Consisting of
Phone 753-5351 /753-5352
Two bedroom brick four bedrooms and two
duplex, partially fur- baths, this home is
nished, 2 miles east of waiting for your moving
-Murray, S165/month, van to arrive. Call
CENTURY 21 Loretta
$100 deposit, no pets
TROUBLES
753-1566.
Jobs, Realtors at 7531492.
If it's with well
34. Houses for Rent
LOOKING FOR A
pumps, plumbin
Quality Service
307 North 7th. $150 GOOD BUY? You must
or electric, then I
downstairs or $200 full see this neat 2 bedroom
Company
house, 5 BR, 2 bath. brick just listed and
have the answer.
located on 11
Heating and Air
/
2 acres m/1
1-901-642.5244.
Coll John Glover,
Aluminum and Vinyl
and only minutes from
Conditioning
Three bedroom house,
Siding, Custom trim
licensed
with
furnished, near Ky. town. It has a workshop
26
Soles, Soles and
for
dad
and
a
game
.
work.
Ito f
Lake, washer and dryer
Modern
Service
years experience.
room for the children.
included, $200. Deposit
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
shady
Nice
yard
with
Sheet Metal 8 Serrequired. 753-8964 after
Answering
service
753 0689
mature trees. You'll get
.5p.m.
ice Departments
provided.
your money's worth in
this
home!
Call CEN38. Pets-Supplies
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Brittany Spaniel, 4'2 Realtors at 753-1492 and
months already point- see for yourself.
ing just right to train
Located on Coles Camthis Season. Call 753- pground Road you will
RANDY
0874.
find this four bedroom
THORNTON
LEE'S CARPET
Trained dogs make brick on large lot.
HEATING AND AIR
better companions and Ceiling fan in living
CLEANING
CONDITIONING INC.
protectors. For pro
room; new, carpet and
fessional help. Call inlaid, range, fireplace,
Free Estimates
Glendhenmere Kennels
drapes
Fruit threes
Vibro
Steam or
436-2858.
and grape arbor
A
home worth looking at!
Quick
43. Real Estate
$37,000. Roberts Realty,
Dry Cleaning.
753 1651.
Paper Dolls
The terrier stetter for roles
Uph-c!..:-.p.- Clean...Lynnwood Estates 4
Pordom & Thermo^
lee WM, MO Merres see
BR, 11
/
2 bath, garage,
Paper Hangers
Insurance &
ing
Collooros Cows 102
above ground swim
Real Estate
ROOM.c....at
Chutes,
ming p005, TVA in
753-5827
608 733-41501
Souttiside Court Sq.
sulated, central heat
Tsai wigs 71 SS
753-8181
and air. Set up for wood
Murray, Kentucky
heat. Reduced to
753-4451
50,700 753-6746

Nomummt*
litoblie

elLtaxi
eM

PAINTING

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

911

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

Police
911

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

153-6952

753-9290

Poison

Control

753-7588

-•••••[St
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Three-week strike by Chicago
teachers could end Tuesday

OBITUARIES
Dr. O.C. Wells James Miller, Calvin Spann, 57, dies Sunday
deputy sheriff, Calvin Spann, 57, 1102 Calloway County, he was
dies;funeral
Poplar St., died Sunday the son of Altie Dalton
dies
home
at
at 10:31 p.m. at Murray- Spann and the late Toy
to be Tuesday James Hal Miller, 44, Calloway County Spann.

Mrs. Futrell
dies; funeral
rites today

-

•

Mrs. Stella Futrell, 83,
Rt. 2, Covey Drive, died
Saturday at 4:20 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a retired
school teacher and a
retired office deputy and
bookkeeper for her late
husband, Brigham
Futrell, during his term
as sheriff of Calloway
County.
Mrs. Futrell's husband
died May 23, 1976. One
brother, George
Shoemaker, died Aug. 28
of this year.
Born July 18, 1900, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Oscar Shoemaker
and Nellie Cobb
Shoemaker. She was a
member of Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
Three daughters survive who are Mrs.
Houston (Annie) Hawley,
Mayfield, Mrs. Jean
Lewis, Murray, and Mrs.
Gus (Nelle) Gamble, St.
Louis, Mo. One surviving
son is A.B. Futrell, Jr., of
Fountain Inn,S.C.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Fred (Mary)
Goodman, Mt.
Washington; two sistersin-law, Mrs. Lottie
Parker, Calvert City, and
Mrs. Florene Shoemaker,
Murray; two nieces, Mrs.
Scott (Dorothy) McNabb,
Murray, and Mrs. Bobby
(Martha) Miller, Calvert
City.
Eight grandchildren
and one great-grandchild
also survive.
The funeral is today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Calvin Wilkins is officiating. Music is by
Bobbie Burkeen and
Juanita Lee.
Pallbearers are Robert
0. Miller, Eddie Clyde
Hale, Roy McKendree,
Owen iL Hale, Scott
McNabb and Richmond
Beam.
Burial will follow in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.

died Friday at 4 p.m. at
his home. He had been ill
for about three months.
Mr. Miller was a deputy sheriff for Calloway
County, having started
his duties in January
1982. He was chief of the
Hazel Fire Department
and also of the Hazel
Water Work.
A veteran of World War
H, he was a member of

James Hal Miller
Hazel Baptist Church and
served as a volunteer
with the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad.
Born March 8, 1938, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of Pearl Paschall
Miller and the late
Hobart Miller.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Darlene Shindock Miller, to whom he
was married on Feb. 4,
1961; two daughters, Mrs.
Mike (Stacey) Sykes,
Coach Estates, and Mrs.
Bobby (Marcey) Daniels,
Fox Meadows; one
grandchild, Corey Sykes.
His mother, Mrs. Pearl
Miller, Hazel, survives
along with one sister,
Mrs. Harold (Janice)
Wilkinson, also of Hazel.
The funeral is today at
2 p.m. at the Hazel Baptist Church. The Rev.
James T. Garland is officiating. Mrs. Oneida
White is soloist and
organist.
Active pallbearers are
Verlyn Malcolm, Henry
Hutson, J.D. Williams,
Scott Barrow, Bill Marcum and Gary Overby.
Honorary pallbearers
include Joe Oakley,
Charles Stephenson,
David Balentine and Bobby Holmes.
Burial will follow in the
Oak Grove Cemetery
with arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel.

Hospital. He had been
stricken ill suddenly at
his home.
Mr. Spann was a
veteran of World War II
and had been employed
at the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company.
Born Nov. 23, 1925, in

Trevathan's
funeral rites
on Saturday

Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Louise Steele Spann,
to whom he was married
on Jan. 26, 1963; his
mother, Mrs. Altie
Spann, Rt. 4; one sister,
Mrs. Max (Marie) Keel,
Rt. 4; one brother, Robert
C. Spann, Rt. 1, Puryar,
Tenn.; one niece,
Deborah Steele, and one
nephew, Keith Steele,
both of Hardin.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in
Oak Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m.
Tuesday.

Final rites for Pat
Trevathan were Saturday
at 2:30 p.m. at the First
Baptist Church. Dr. Greg
Earwood and the Rev.
G.T. Moody officiated.
Music was by Gus
Robertson, Jr., Dr. Bob-by Malone and Richard
Jones,organist.
Active pallbearers
Services for Reginald
were Darren Miles,
Cullen Moody, Butterworth were Sunday
Christopher Glass, Paul at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel
Thurman, Gary Harper of J.H. Churchill Funeral
and Michael Irvin, all Home. The Rev. Thomas
G. Small officiated. Gus
nephews.
Honorary pallbearers Robertson, Jr., was
were Beth Wilson, the soloist with Richard
staff of Richardson Howe Jones as organist.
Pallbearers were ClinWilson and Cunningham,
and the deacons of the tis Black, Lennis Hale,
Hilman Coles, Merlin
First Baptist Church.
Burial was in the Mur- Washer, Thurston Furches and W.B. Mcray City Cemetery.
Mr. Trevathan, 56, Cuiston.
Burial was in the MurDodd Road, died Thursday at Baptist Memorial ray city Cemetery.
Mr. Butterworth, 79,
Hospital, Memphis,
304 North Fifth St., died
Tenn.
He was a Certified Friday at 8:15 a.m. at
Public Accountant and Westview Nursing Home.
had been a partner in the He was a retired farmer"
former Richardson and a member of MarTrevathan Howe Wilson tin's Chapel United
and Cunningham accoun- Methodist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Clotile
ting firm.
The Murray man was a Tucker Butterworth, and
member of the American one brother, George
Institute of Certified Robert Butterworth,
Public Accountants and preceded him in death.
Born Oct. 27, 1903, in
the Kentucky Society of
Certified Public Accoun- Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Porter
tants.
He is survived by his Smith Butterworth and
wife, Mrs. Robbie Irvin Mary Elizabeth Rowland
Trevathan; his parents, Butterworth.
He is survived by two
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Trevathan, Rt. 7; three sisters, Mrs. Kathryn
sisters, Mrs. Anna Mae Walker, Murray, and
Thurman and Mrs. Mrs. Martha Erwin, FarJohnny McDougal, Mur- mington Hills, Mich.;
ray, and Mrs. Dan Cunn- seven nieces and
ingham, Rt. 1: Almo; one nephews including Mrs.
brother, Jamie Marilyn McCuiston of
Murray.
Trevathan, Rt. 7.

Butterworth's
services held
here Sunday

Miss Patricia Aliprandi dies
The funeral for Miss ths, died Thursday in
Patricia Aliprandi was Chicago, Ill.
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Roberts
She is survived by her
Funeral Home, Mayfield. mother, Mrs. Sharon
The Rev. Gary Frizzell Adams Aliprandi; one
officiated.
brother, Steve, and
Burial was in the grandparents, Mr. and
Bazzell Cemetery.
Mrs. Teddy Adams,
Miss Aliprandi, 14 mon- Chicago.

,
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1978 Pontiac TransAm
67xxx miles, red-block interior, power steer- ing, power brakes, air conditioning, radio,
power windows, nice.
1.r
tkw $5,877 111
'A' Was S6,499

9 02

STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

WIDE SELECTION OF OPTIONS & COLORS

STARTING AS
LOW AS

1 120°
$500"
$4612°°

$5

Down Payment with
Approved Credit plus
Lic. and Tax

12.9

A.P.R. Financing

48

Chevette Scooter Hatchback Sedan

Month Payments of$ el 2777

TOTAL PAYBACK $61

3296

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET INC.
U.S. 641 S.

753-2617

Kraft

D&T

It's The Total

Warehouse Foods

On The Tape
That Counts

-

'
Is

Mayonnaise

1 19 i

...*

$

•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*

Murray, Ky.

Ix

1

New Banner Bathroom

Lynn Grove Large

Tissue

Eggs
c

c

79

89

4 Roll Pkg.

3 Diamond Tuna 61/2 Oz.62C
10

.
t.,
..

Doz.

Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb.$1.19

1

Turner

Detergent

Buttermilk

E
.
i

c

$1 79

Hi-Dri Towels Jumbo Roll 49C

99

/
1
2 Gal.

Reelfoot Bacon 12 Oz.$1.16

I

Tennessee Pride
Turner

Ice Milk

•

...

Sausage

repsi
or

8 Pk.
16 Oz.
Plus
Deposit

P
Fe
rePesi

$169

Hot or Mild

1

I.

641 S. Murray .iii,

(Across From Undo MI's)

at

Tide

49 Oz. Box

!..."
z.;
gt
a

E

Lb. Red

Potatoes
$ 19

..,
._
f

DWAIN TAYLOR
SHEVR 0 T
C-HEVR 0

C.E.F. Yield

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Nabisco Saltine

I-

•i•
'I'

r

431
/
2 -1
29% + 1,4
613
/
4 -s/a
28/
3
4 -½
531
/
4 -1
/
4
61% -%
653
/
4 -5/8
157/a -%
54/
1
4 +%
/
4
77% -1
/
4
35% -3
30/
1
4 -%

32 Oz.

§
r.;
mg
..

-

l•
-

h

Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich

-1,4

46k's -415
12634
19% -%
3
4
61% -/
45/
3
4 -%
37% -1
/
2
15% unc.
43% -%
57% -1
/
4
391
/
4 +1
36% -%
34% -11
/
4
40% -%
172/4 +1/8
18% -118

I

-

753-2617

-10.27

301,4

10 CHEVETTES IN STOCK

623 South 4th

,.,..

4164 Qualm
Gm imp rut Grist am
••
sitvIct Ayers —. WU Osoodas ON Porto

•1.

Industrial Average

E
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Goodyear
Gulf Oil
I.B M
Jerico
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau

Prices furnished by First of
Michigan, Woodman Bldg.

.

,..

753-2835

113 S. 4th

Stock market
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NOTHING ELSE
FEELS LIKE
REAL GOLD

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Aft con remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground
435 4343 or 435 4319

1 Lb. Box

.. *

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

K&K STUMP
REMOVAL

..,-. Crackers
-a
c
3t.

-.
'

We Do
Custom
Costing

but Schools Superintendent Ruth Love said it
called for a salary increase for teachers and
"some sharing of fiscal
responsibility by the
union."
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5.7.
II

Turn Idle Gold (Yours or
Ours)Into Fashion Jewelry

mend that the contract be
accepted by rank-and-file
members and predicted
that the pact would be approved.
Details of the agreement were not disclosed,

.

$109 __s1 39

Y2 Gal.

1 Lb.

Papsi or Coca-Cola 6 Pi. Plus Deposit 89`

1 *WU GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST••PIKES GOOD'WHIU

4

_

Mt. Dew 8 Pk. 16 Oz. Plus Deposit $1.39
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Dr. Orvis C. Wells, Sr.,
96, 306 South Fifth St.,
died Saturday at 8:08
p.m. at Westview Nursing Home.
The Murray man had
retired in 1979 after 64
years in the practice of
optometry at his office at
106 North Sixth St., Murray.
Dr. Wells was thought
to be the oldest member
of the First Baptist
Church where he had
served as a deacon for
many years. He had been
honored by being
presented the Honorary
Paul Harris Fellow of the
Rotary Club.
Born Jan. 7, 1887, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Bruce
Wells and Dirune Futrell
Wells.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Marietta
Oliver Wells, to whom he
had married on March 19,
1915, Westview Nursing
Home; one daughter,
Mrs. Martha Nell Wright,
Metropolis, Ill.; two sons,
Dr. O.C. Wells, Jr.,
McKenzie, Tenn., and
Fred M. Wells, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Five surviving grandchildren are Michael
Wright, Dr. Monte
Wright, Mary Lynn Wells
Berney, Allen Wells and
Julie Eaton. Three greatgrandchildren also survive.
Services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
G.T. Moody and Dr. Greg
Eatwood will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 5 to 9
p.m. tonight (Monday)
and on Tuesday until the
funeral hour.

•.•

CHICAGO (AP) — A
record three-week strike
by 24,000 teachers in the
nation's third-largest
school district could end
Tuesday following a tentative settlement hailed
as a "win-win agreement" by the school
superintendent and as
"very acceptable" by
union leaders.
The Chicago Teachers
Union, which also includes 3,000 other school
workers such as
librarians, was to vote today on the proposed pact,
reached Sunday after a
33-hour bargaining session.
Approval could send
Chicago's 436,000 public
school students back to
class by Tuesday, ending
the longest teachers
strike in the city's
history.
Union Vice President
Jackie Vaughn said the
union's House of
Delegates would reCOM-
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